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From the Editor
MICHAEL L. P. RETTER • Fort Worth, Texas • mretter@aba.org

W

e at the ABA were extremely saddened to learn of the sudden passing of Edward S. “Ned” Brinkley in Ecuador on Sunday 22
November 2020. Ned served as editor of this journal from 2001 to 2017 and was undoubtedly one of the sharpest ornithological minds on the continent. All of us have benefitted from his knowledge and insight over the decades, and his departure
leaves a deep void within the ornithological community. His longtime friend George Armistead offers a remembrance starting on page 4,
and we wish to convey our heartfelt condolences to Ned’s family and friends, who are many.
It’s my belief that one of the best ways we can celebrate Ned’s life is by striving to keep his torch burning—by furthering the knowledge
of our continent’s birdlife. And while the NAB team has certainly been busy producing the wonderful articles you see in this magazine,
we’ve been working even harder to produce online content.
Mostly, this has taken the form of regional reports, which you may access at aba.org/nab-reports. We have been working closely with
a new team of Report Publication Editors (below), who have been donating their time and expertise to polish reports before they are published online. As of early Dec 2020, they have helped us to publish over 70 reports, and we have published at least one report for every
region from which we have received content. If your region lacks content, and you have an idea of who could help fill the gap, please
let us know by emailing me. Now that we have the online infrastructure in place, rejuvenating and strengthening NAB’s team of regional
editors is at the top of our to-do list for early 2021.
In addition to regional reports, we’ve also published short articles on current birding events in our Field Ornithology series, accessible
at aba.org/field-ornithology. This fall, topics have included the mysterious bird die-off in New Mexico, hurricane waif roundups, and
the ongoing finch irruptions into the central and eastern portions of the continent.
As always, we in the birding community depend on one another to share our knowledge and insights. With that in mind, I ask you, dear
reader, to consider submitting a brief article for the Field Ornithology web series, penning a manuscript for publication in the magazine,
and/or serving as a regional editor or report publication editor for regional reports. By you sharing your knowledge, we can all become
more informed birders.
Sincerely,

Michael L. P. Retter
Editor, North American Birds

North American Birds Report Publication Editors

Amy Davis
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José Ramírez-Garofalo

Byron Swift

Raymond VanBuskirk

Alison Világ
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Environmentalist, entrepreneur, explorer, writer, painter, vegan:
All of these describe Raymond VanBuskirk, whose love for
the natural world was born in the pine forests of the Land of
Enchantment. Raymond co-owns and operates BRANT Nature
Tours, a New Mexico-based nature travel company committed
to environmental and social justice. Raymond leads birding
tours for WINGS and also instructs
young birding camps for the National
Audubon Society and the ABA. Raymond is a proud member of QBNA, the
continent’s informal club for LGBTQ+
members of the birding community.
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REMEMBERING

Edward S. “Ned” Brinkley (1965–2020)
Editor, North American Birds (2001–2017)
GEORGE ARMISTEAD • Philadelphia, Pennsylvania • armistead.george@gmail.com

In Remembrance of
a Southern Screamer

F

orever sharp of wit, Ned was a bit of
a trickster.
Back when birders could still easily access the islands of the Chesapeake Bay
Bridge-Tunnel, I remember calling Ned Brinkley to see if he might join me for a foray out
to this well-known migrant trap. Not long
before, the two of us had seen a bird out
there we were convinced was a Lark Bunting, but it got away before we could confirm. There are only a few Lark Bunting records for Virginia so it stung. I wanted to get
back out there to try and find something else
exciting. Ned said he wouldn’t be available
that day, but he was sure to get the details of
my plan in case his plans changed and could
join. Or so I thought…

4

I drove on out to the islands, and I was
surrounded by the waters of the Chesapeake
where it meets the Atlantic, and while it was
a pleasant day, I saw little of note. Soon after I wrapped up, Ned called. I expected he
wanted to know what I’d seen, but instead
he wanted to know if I had walked a particular patch of grass. I told him I had but had
not seen anything really, and then he became
audibly annoyed. As it turns out, Ned had
come into the possession of a corpse of a European Goldfinch (from a pet shop I think it
was). He was keenly aware how at this point
in my life I was overtly vagrant-happy and
rarity-obsessed. He knew my head would
explode were I to find a dead European bird,
and so he had planted it there, hoping I’d
find it. Then surely, I would call him immediately, all aflutter, at which point he would
gleefully relay to me that I’d been had. A fine
prank it would have been. Instead, the finch
was not to be found, perhaps snatched up by

a gull or a rat before I arrived. But such were
the antics Ned so enjoyed. He loved a good
prank almost as much as he loved shopping
for a ripe batch of chum before a pelagic trip.
We lost him on November 22, 2020. His
colleagues at Field Guides wrote, “we have
lost a dear colleague and unfailing friend,
sounding board, polymath, tireless team
player, teacher, and fellow birder. Ned Brinkley died in southern Ecuador yesterday…
He was two-thirds of the way through a
month-long energetic and peripatetic jaunt
throughout Ecuador, and the day’s goal was
to seek one of the country’s most charismatic
specialties, the Jocotoco Antpitta.” Always
seeking, Ned left us for good while on a
birding pilgrimage—one he described as a
tribal rite. “The Screamer,” as he was known
at Field Guides, was gone.
At the time of this writing we still lack
clarity on many of the details, but we know
that Ned passed on a trail that Sunday morn-
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ing, which is all that really matters now. As
he lay there on the ground taking his last
breaths, he scribbled the word Amor (Spanish for Love) into the dirt: a final wink, and
his last written word, of many.
I think Ned’s greatest trick was well articulated by fellow Virginia birder and friend, Ellison Orcutt, who upon Ned’s passing wrote,
“There’s such a disconnected feeling to this.
It doesn’t feel real. Maybe because there are
so many things to worry about right now,
and this was not one we prepared for. Maybe
also partly because of the distance. But mostly I think it’s because Ned spoiled us. He’s
always been there. A certainty. As birders, we
got so used to relying on Ned that we never
really considered how big a role he played.”
Indeed, he was a sneaky, steady presence.
He served as such a grounded mentor to so
many and was so jam-packed full of information and insight that most of us simply
could not and cannot imagine life without
him. Yes, he certainly did spoil us. Nobody
in the world knew birds in the way that Ned
did. At home in Cape Charles and beyond,
he was a mainstay and a bedrock in contemporary ornithology. If you were lucky enough
to see him out birding, you’d remember him
and look forward to seeing him again. You’d
have questions for him, and he loved you for
it. He accrued friends, students, and mentees
the way a bowerbird collects particolored
trinkets and assembles them.
He identified people he liked, and he tested them. Then he’d test them some more.
For so many he mentored, it was almost as

VOLUME 71 • NUMBER 2 (2020)

Ned Brinkley and the Cahow

N

ed Brinkley and I started birding together back in the ‘80s, when we were teenagers growing up in Virginia. By the
early 1990s we had spent many days together in the field, and we often led pelagic trips together. Ned’s proximity
to the coast and his connection with Bob Ake, the early organizer of Hatteras pelagic trips, enabled Ned to get an
early start with seabirds as a young teen in the late ‘70s. Ned was aboard for many of the first North Carolina trips I put
together, including one on July 31, 1993.
It had been a great day, with many Black-capped Petrels and a Trindade Petrel in the morning. That afternoon we spotted a small gadfly petrel and, after watching it for a few seconds, we realized it was not a Fea’s Petrel, as we might have
hoped, but instead likely a Bermuda Petrel! Back then, information on the species was scant, and there was little known
about how to identify this mythical bird. Photos and illustrations were sorely lacking at the time, and there was just one
claim of a sighting at sea about 10 years earlier. We agreed that something should be done to remedy this serious void in
knowledge. As usual, Ned went right to bat and was soon in contact with Dr. David Wingate in Bermuda.
Wingate was rightly considered to be the savior of the “Cahow,” as it is known in Bermuda. That November, Ned, Todd
Hass, and I traveled there, armed with gallons of menhaden oil, which we brought as checked baggage. We saw Cahows
at the nest during the day and at night, we examined specimens, and we even stayed with Wingate on Nonsuch Island,
where we learned as much as we possibly could. We headed out to sea with the local Audubon chapter, and during the
trip we spotted the first Cahow seen at sea there in decades. It was beyond thrilling. A few years later, we published an
article in the February 1998 issue of Birding entitled “Identification of Bermuda Petrel.” This was an exhaustively detailed
account of all we knew, and it included the first at-sea photos, which I got in May 1996. Ned did 95% of the work but is
listed as the third author.
Ned was always good at paying respects. I thank him for all he taught me, back when I was the greenhorn, and for
all the great days at sea and ashore. We learned from each other, but Ned always had a lot more to offer. He went back to
Bermuda several times over the years, and he organized subsequent boat trips to see Cahows, including as part of a birding
tour he led for Field Guides. Now there are annual trips in Bermuda to see the Cahow, in the late afternoon during the dark
of the moon in November.
—J. Brian Patteson
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D

avid Fix and I decided to use “The times, they are a-changin” as the theme for our “Changing Seasons” column in
North American Birds, of which Ned was the editor. In the birding world, the onset of the digital age, the rapid expansion of eBird use, and the increasingly decentralized online reporting of bird sightings via local listservs were creating
a tectonic shift in the way bird sightings were being collected and shared. Compiling the data needed for our reports was
becoming much more challenging than it had been traditionally. In an effort to learn more about how others were dealing
with these newfound challenges, we created a questionnaire that was sent out to all of the NAB regional editors. We got
some thoughtful feedback that really enhanced our column.
David and I must have sent 15–20 drafts of the column back and forth before sending it to Ned. All three of us were very
happy with the way it turned out, with one notable problem: David and I were really struggling to tie everything together in
the final paragraph. It was Ned to the rescue. He sent us back a draft, which closed with the following words, which are all his:
“However we write the history of what we see and do, whether in electronic archives or print journals or in some
combination, our attention to detail and to numbers does matter, both for conservation in the here-and-now and for the
generations that come after us, who will, inevitably, experience an avian environment far, far different from the one we
inhabit now and who may marvel at the things we have seen.”
—Dave Irons
though he showed up out of nowhere. This
robust personality—expert beyond what
seemed possible—was there forcing you to
crack a smile or laugh with your belly. You
probably had heard of Ned Brinkley by professional reputation, but this couldn’t be
him. That guy had done so much and written so superbly about birds that he must
be some “70-year-old guy in a study some-

where,” as Alvaro Jaramillo put it. Ned had
so much energy and zest and accomplished
so much at a young age that it didn’t seem as
though it could all fit into one person. The
guy in front of you was too spirited, too easy
to talk to, to laugh with, and to learn from. It
couldn’t be the same guy.
Ned was a self-described seeker, and indeed, one of his best friends, Todd Day,
wrote of Ned: “He sought. Whether it was
birds, or salamanders, or ancestors,
or conversation, or information, or
treatments, or words, or subtleties
of language, or understanding of
individuals, or meaning, or patterns, or trends, or nuance, or
right and wrong, or peace…

Ned would search for his target with all of
his might, and Ned was mighty. Put him on a
task, and it was all but certain that he would
accomplish it thoroughly. He was as dogged
as anyone I’ve ever known when seeking a
target. I’ve met no one who could mine resources as well as Ned, and… What rivaled
this was that he remembered nearly everything he learned.”
The word genius has been raised time and
again in connection with Ned. He would
hate that, but it’s true. Anyone who worked
with him became aware of it. He was an influential peer among virtually all of North
America’s most expert birders and ornithologists. His career was a crazy hodgepodge,
though. Just 55 years young, Ned spent
years overseeing a mosaic tile plant, managing a bed and breakfast, running a hotel, and
completing a PhD in comparative literature.
He was a Jefferson Scholar at the University
of Virginia. He could write or speak in seven
languages. He taught himself Icelandic, just
for kicks. Then he translated Icelandic ornithological literature, just for fun. You don’t
run into someone like that every day.
Words were arguably his most cherished
of friends. Known to so many as an editor,
Ned wrote in torrents. He ghost-wrote much
of what he was charged with editing and
in the process added tremendous amounts
of information that few others could have
unearthed. Editing was fun for Ned, but it
was work, too. At times he’d joke, “I’m basically just a janitor.” But he didn’t mean it
in a negative way, and he took pride in it.
When it came to drafts of articles or book
manuscripts, he knew how to be instructive

“

…Birding as a passion can be pursued solitarily, but my happiest times birding have been
with mentors, friends, and field-trip participants—
millions of small moments in which birds’ appearances
seemed to stop time itself and to fuse us all together
in wonder and astonishment… and [dedicated] to my
earliest, most cherished mentors… who taught me
that for a life in birding to be fulfilling, one must first
be a naturalist and a natural historian, a lover of beauty and of people. I have been very fortunate to
know people of such good will and great spirit.

”

—Ned Brinkley in the dedication of his
Field Guide to Birds of North America (2007)
published by the National Wildlife Federation
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while remaining respectful, regardless of the
piece’s quality. He taught his colleagues that
if you are going to write or speak, for god’s
sake, do it colorfully. If you are going to tell
a story, whatever it may be, use the tools at
your disposal, and use them well. For Ned,
each letter, each character, and every word
was a scalpel, or a vice, or a drill, or an explosive, or a weapon, or a salve, or a blanket,
or a balm.
No one could ever call Ned bashful, and
he did not shy from taking a stand. In 1989
at the height of the AIDS epidemic, he was
arrested at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan while right at the center of the “Stop the
Church” demonstrations, which protested
the church’s opposition to teaching safe sex
in schools. He was also arrested in Albany, Atlanta, and elsewhere (in at least four states),
while protesting. Ned and those who stood
with him as a part of ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) positively impacted
the expedited responses to COVID-19 that
we saw during recent months of 2020.
Ned picked people just as he picked his
writing projects, and he mentored a great
many. It was as though he scooped you up
one day, and before you knew it, he was
strollering you around. And, good a teacher
as he was, soon you would be running along
next to him. Then you were running solo,
but Ned would circle back. He’d make sure
you were ok, check your course, and also
take time just to see what wildlife you might
see together. He fostered so many, making
mythical birds appear before your eyes, and
you’d celebrate as if there were a stadium of
fans surrounding you, screaming with confetti filling the air. Later, you’d get to relive it
all over again when you read what he wrote
about it.
Forever playful, and with a mouth that
could outrun an ostrich, he excelled at entertaining and educating his friends simultaneously. And oh, yes, he was pretty good
at finding birds, too. Each bird was a dream.
Each Yellow Rail, each Bermuda Petrel, and
each Jocotoco Antpitta was a revelation. Ned
Brinkley dreamed big and broad, just as he
stood. He did it with Amor.
Thanks to Todd Day, J. Brian Patteson, Brian
Sullivan, Doug Gochfeld, Tom Johnson, Ellison
Orcutt, Jan Pierson, Roberta Kellam, Harry Armistead, Dave Irons, Alvaro Jaramillo, and John
Rowlett for their input and discussion in the days
following Ned’s passing. I hope that, with their
help, something resembling coherent thought lies
above in the wake of the unthinkable loss of our
dear friend.
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Common Wood-Pigeon,
Pallas’s Gull, Pallas’s
Grasshopper-Warbler,
and Tricolored Munia
added to the Checklist
This is the 31st published report of the ABA
Checklist Committee (hereafter, ABA-CLC or
“the Committee”), covering deliberations during 2020. The primary role of the ABA-CLC
is to consider the addition of new species to
(and, in rare cases, the removal of species
from) the ABA Checklist. A secondary role
includes reviewing and revising ABA Codes
covering ease of observation in the ABA Area.
The ABA-CLC consists of eight voting
members who serve staggered four-year
terms; each year, two members typically cycle off and are replaced by reelected or newly
elected members. Members may be reelected
after their first four-year term, but they must
take at least one year off after two consecutive terms. Since our previous report (Pyle et
al. 2019), the terms of Andrew Kratter and
David Sibley were up after four years of service. Both members agreed to serve and were
voted to serve an additional four years of service. Thus, the ABA-CLC membership will
remain unchanged between 2020 and 2021.
For each record under consideration, members vote to accept or not accept a species to
the ABA Checklist based on evidence from one

Figure 1 • Common Wood-Pigeon.
5 Sep 2019. La Romaine, Québec.
Photos © Denis Desjardins.

3

or more records in the ABA Area (Pranty et
al. 2008). A tally of 8–0 for acceptance of a
record automatically results in the addition
of the species to the Checklist, whereas a tally
of 0–8 results in automatic non-acceptance.
Intermediate vote tallies result in automatic
recirculation (if 6–2, 5–3, or 4–4) or recirculation at the request of the dissenting (if 7–1)
or any accepting (if 3–5, 2–6, 1–7) member.
Records can circulate for up to three rounds,
at which point an 8–0 or 7–1 tally is needed
for acceptance of the species to the Checklist.

Records reviewed by
the ABA-CLC in 2020
In 2020, the ABA-CLC voted on records of
six species that would represent additions
to the ABA Area, of which four were accepted and added to the ABA Checklist and
two were not accepted. Accounts for all six
species are provided here. In addition, and
according to ABA Checklist convention, all
taxonomic and nomenclatural decisions of
the American Ornithological Society (AOS)
are automatically recognized by the ABACLC. This year, decisions by the AOS’s
North American Classification Committee
(Chesser et al. 2020, 2021) resulted in one
addition (Mexican Duck, Anas diazi) and
one removal (Northwestern Crow, Corvus
caurinus) of species from the ABA Checklist
on taxonomic grounds, due to a split from
Mallard (A. platyrhynchos) and a lump with
American Crow (C. brachyrhynchos), respectively. The common name of two species
and scientific names of seven species on the
ABA Checklist have also been revised, and
linear sequences among and within several
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CHANGES
IN BRIEF:
Species Added
Based on Established
Populations or New
Distributional Records
–––––––––––––––––––––
❑ Common
Wood-Pigeon
(Columba palumbus),
ABA Code 5
–––––––––––––––––––––
❑ Pallas’s Gull
(Ichthyaetus ichthyaetus),
ABA Code 5
–––––––––––––––––––––
❑ Pallas’s
Grasshopper-Warbler
(Helopsaltes certhiola),
ABA Code 5
–––––––––––––––––––––
❑ Tricolored Munia
(Lonchura malacca),
ABA Code 5
–––––––––––––––––––––
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families were re-ordered, as discussed later in this report. The
addition of four species reported here has increased the ABA
Checklist to 1,120 species.

New Species Accepted to the ABA Area
Common Wood-Pigeon (Columba palumbus)—ABA-CLC Record #2020–02 (8-0; May 2020). The CLC voted on a record of
a Common Wood-Pigeon recorded at La Romaine, Quebec from
5–13 May 2019 (Fig. 1), following acceptance by the Quebec
Bird Records Committee in Oct. 2019. The CLC had no issues
with the identification, but some concern was expressed by members about the wood-pigeon’s natural occurrence (i.e., its possibly being an escapee or a ship-assisted vagrant). Photographs
were not detailed enough to determine the age of the bird or
assess it for signs of captivity. However, Common Wood-Pigeon
numbers have increased and expanded northward in Europe
over the past century (Cramp and Simmons 1985), they are now
regularly recorded in Iceland, especially in spring (eBird 2020),
and consideration of these distributional changes helped result
in unanimous acceptance by the CLC on the first round. There is
a previous report from Allan Brooks of a Common Wood-Pigeon
aboard a ship crossing the Atlantic toward Newfoundland in May
1935 (Gosselin 1992), but it is unknown whether or not it remained aboard as the ship entered waters of the ABA Area. The
record in Quebec presumably refers to the nominate subspecies
of Europe, C. p. palumbus. Following Clements et al. (2019), the
Common Wood-Pigeon is listed after Rock Pigeon (C. livia) in
the ABA Checklist sequence. It is given ABA Code 5.
Pallas’s Gull (Ichthyaetus ichthyaetus)—ABA-CLC Record
#2020–01 (8-0; May 2020). The ABA-CLC voted unanimously
to accept a record of a Pallas’s Gull from Shemya Island, Alaska 2–4 May 2019 (Fig. 2), following acceptance by the Alaska
Checklist Committee in Nov 2019. It was an adult in definitive alternate plumage, leaving no questions about its identification. The bird perished on the last day of observation and was
salvaged for the collection at the University of Alaska Museum
(UAM 43,000), Fairbanks, where it was sexed as a female and
determined to lack signs of captivity or ship assistance. Although
only breeding east to central Asia, Pallas’s Gull winters as far
south as southern India; it has become a near-annual vagrant to
Japan (Brazil 2018); and it exhibits east–west trajectories during
migration (Liu et al. 2018). Following Clements et al. (2019),
the Pallas’s Gull is listed after Franklin’s Gull (Leucophaeus pipixcan) in the ABA Checklist sequence. It is given ABA Code 5.
Pallas’s Grasshopper-Warbler (Helopsaltes certhiola)—ABACLC Record #2020–05 (8-0; May 2020). Following acceptance by
the Alaska Checklist Committee in Apr 2020, the ABA-CLC voted
unanimously to accept a record of a first-fall (formative) Pallas’s
Grasshopper-Warbler from Gambell, Alaska 9–12 Sep 2019 (Fig.
3). The identification was fully supported by Asian bird experts

3
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Figure 2 • Pallas’s Gull. 3 May 2019. Shemya I., Alaska.
Photo © Richard A. Fischer.
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Figure 3 • Pallas’s GrasshopperWarbler. 10 Sep 2019. Gambell, Alaska.
Photo © Brad Benter.

3

Peter Kennerley and Chris Goodie, who also
noted no signs of hybridism with Middendorff’s Grasshopper-Warbler (H. ochotensis);
hybridization has been reported from the
lower Amur River basin of Siberia (Kennerley and Pearson 2010). Although subspecies
could not be determined, the bird’s appearance was consistent with the northernmost
breeding subspecies and longest-distance
migrant, H. c. rubescens. Nomenclature follows that of the American Ornithological
Society (Chesser et al. 2020), who changed
this genus from Locustella to Helopsaltes; and,
following Clements et al. (2019), the Pallas’s
Grasshopper-Warbler is listed prior to Middendorff’s Grasshopper-Warbler as the first
species of Family Locustellidae in the ABA
Checklist sequence. It is given ABA Code 5.

thological Society Records
Committee (FOSRC) in
2014 (Greenlaw 2016),
the ABA-CLC considered
adding Tricolored Munia
to the ABA Checklist but
preferred to await more
documentation that the
closest populations of the
species, in Cuba, were
established according to
ABA standards (Pranty et
al. 2014). Tricolored Munia had been considered
abundant near Havana
since the 1990s (Garrido
and Kirkconnell 2000);
and subsequent data
from eBird (eBird 2020)
indicate that the species
had become abundant
in western Cuba as well,
with many recent checklist counts of over
100 individuals. As such, the current ABACLC had no problem considering Cuban
populations of this prodigious species as
established, and unanimously accepted it
as a vagrant of an exotic species to the ABA
Checklist. The FORSC had established that
it was extremely unlikely that caged munias
may have been transported by Cuban refugees (Greenlaw 2016), and evidence of the
formerly conspecific Chestnut Munia’s (L. atricapilla) traveling between Hawaiian Islands
(Pyle and Pyle 2017) indicated that individuals from introduced populations of this genus are capable of crossing large expanses of
water. Following Clements et al. (2019), the

Tricolored Munia is listed after Scaly-breasted Munia (L. punctulata) in the ABA Checklist
sequence. It is given ABA Code 5.

Species Not Accepted as
Additions to the ABA Area
Eurasian Sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus)—
ABA-CLC Record #2018–02 (4-4, Sep 2019;
5-3, June 2020; 6-2, Aug 2020). At the request of the observer, the ABA-CLC considered and decided to circulate a report of a
Eurasian Sparrowhawk from Adak Island,
Alaska, 21 Sep 2016 (Fig. 5; see Pyle et al.
2019). The record includes two photographs
of the upperparts, partially obscured by vegetation, and an analysis by the observer of
the bird’s size that concluded that it was too
small for a Northern Goshawk (A. gentilis),
the most likely contending species. The
Alaska Checklist Committee deliberated
over this record in 2017 and considered it
likely correct but, despite support of the
identification from Eurasian raptor experts,
considered the documentation not substantiated enough to add the species to the state
list. Despite slowly gaining support through
three rounds of voting, the record failed to
be accepted to the ABA Checklist by the ABACLC on the third and final round, by a 6-2
vote. Supporters of the record pointed to
several field marks that, alone or when combined, eliminated Northern Goshawk (see

Figure 4 • Tricolored Munia.
17 Dec 2013. Dry Tortugas, Florida.
Photo © Judd Patterson.

3

Tricolored Munia (Lonchura malacca)—
ABA-CLC Record #2018–03 (8-0; May
2020). Tricolored Munia is a species of the
Indian subcontinent and southern China
that has been introduced in the West Indies
and Venezuela. Between 1999 and 2015
there have been at least six records of Tricolored Munia in Florida, with at least five
records from the Dry Tortugas (e.g., Fig. 4).
Following acceptance by the Florida Orni-
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Fig. 5), while those not in support of the
record agreed that Northern Goshawk was
eliminated but did not find the documentation sufficient for a first ABA Area record.
Small-billed Elaenia (Elaenia parvirostris)—
ABA-CLC Record #2020–04 (6-2, Jun 2020;
5–3, Aug. 2020; 5–3, Sep 2020). In Mar
2020, the Illinois Ornithological Records
Committee (IORC), after lengthy debate,
accepted a record of an elaenia recorded in
Chicago during 17–22 April 2012 (Fig. 6) as
a Small-billed Elaenia. The debate concerned
the elimination of White-crested Elaenia (E.
albiceps), which can be extremely difficult to
distinguish from Small-billed. Comments to
the IORC from expert reviewers familiar with
this identification in South America generally
supported the identification of Small-billed
Elaenia, although one or two reviewers were
equivocal, indicating that a White-crested
Elaenia in fresh plumage could possibly
match what was documented (see Fig. 6). As
with the Eurasian Sparrowhawk, the dissenting CLC members felt that the identification
was very likely correct, but they did not feel
it was sufficiently determinate to add the species to the ABA Checklist.

AOS Taxonomic and Nomenclatural
Changes Affecting the ABA Checklist
The 61st supplement to the AOS Check-list
of North and Middle American Birds (Chesser
et al. 2020) presents changes that affect the
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Figure 5 • Possible Eurasian Sparrowhawk.
21 Sep 2016. Adak I., Alaska.
Photo © Frank Haas.

naming and placement of species on the ABA
Checklist. As a matter of course, the ABACLC adopts all such changes. For details,
see Michael L. P. Retter’s “Checklist Redux,
v. 2020,” beginning on p. 52 of this issue.
We have also revised the name of McCown’s
Longspur (MCLO) to Thick-billed Longspur
(TBLO) following Chesser et al. (2021).

ABA Code Updates
The ABA has developed a coding system to
reflect the abundance of a species in the ABA
Area and the ease of detecting it (Pranty et
al. 2008; and see tinyurl.com/ABA-codes).
The codes range from 1 (most common and
easily seen) to 5 (five or fewer records in the
ABA Area) and 6 (presumed extinct). ABA
codes are used by eBird in its algorithms for
rare bird notifications and are relied upon
by many birders. No changes to ABA codes
were proposed or adopted by the ABA-CLC in
2020; the four species added to the list all received ABA Code 5 (as previously mentioned).

Four-letter Alpha Codes
In 2017, at the request of ABA members,
four-letter alpha codes were added to the ABA
Checklist. Alpha codes are abbreviations of
avian common names used by ornithologists
and birders as shorthand, allowing quicker
data recording and entry than full-species
names. Four-letter alpha codes are also now
an option for eBird data entry, and the codes
employed by both the ABA Checklist and
eBird for North American birds follow those
maintained by the Institute for Bird Populations (tinyurl.com/IBP-codes), which are updated each year in July following release of
the AOS Check-list supplement. Codes for the
five species newly added to the ABA Checklist are as follows: Mexican Duck, MEDU;
Common Wood-Pigeon, COWP; Pallas’s Gull,
PAGU; Pallas’s Grasshopper-Warbler, PAGW;
and Tricolored Munia, TRMU. Only two
changes to alpha codes on the ABA Checklist
were affected by changes by the AOS (Chesser et al. 2020, 2021): the code for Warbling
White-eye (formerly Japanese White-eye)
was changed from JAWE to WAWE and the
code for Thick-billed Longspur (formerly
McCown’s Longspur) was changed from
MCLO to TBLO. In addition, a code-assignment error occurred with the addition of Yellow-chevroned Parakeet by Pyle et al. (2019);
it is now changed from YCHP to YCPA (see
tinyurl.com/IBP-codes for details).

Anticipated/Possible Future
Votes and Other Decisions
At the end of 2020 the ABA-CLC was in the
process of reviewing four species, all of which
had been accepted by local bird records committees: Northern Giant-Petrel (Macronectes
halli) based on a record from Washington on
8 Dec 2019 (Fig. 7); Blue-and-white Swallow based on a record from Texas on 20–21
July 2020; Hooded Crane (Grus monacha)
based on a record from Alaska in late September 2020; and Mitred Parakeet (Psittacara
mitratus), which was accepted by the Florida
Ornithological Society Records Committee as being an established exotic species.
Mitred Parakeet had already been accepted
by the AOS to their Check-list. The Alaska
Checklist Committee also considered adding
Naumann’s Thrush (Turdus naumanni) to the
Alaska Checklist (see p. 60 in this issue), following its split from Dusky Thrush (T. eunomus) by Chesser et al. (2020), but the species
was not added over concerns of hybridism
with Dusky Thrush. No CLC member has yet
requested this species be considered. Following non-acceptance of 1987–1994 and 2017
Variable Hawk (Geranoaetus polyosoma) records by the Colorado and New Mexico Bird
Records Committees, respectively, the ABACLC did not consider adding this species to
the ABA Checklist.
The ABA-CLC considered a proposal from
an ABA member to re-establish a supplemental list for species of unknown origin
that could be acceptable, but there was little
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Figure 6 • Possible Small-billed Elaenia.
21 April 2012. Chicago, Illinois.
Photo © Ken Koontz.
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Figure 7 • Possible Northern
Giant-Petrel. 6 Dec 2019.
Pacific Co., Oregon. Photo © Zed Blue.

?

interest among committee members to do
this. A reminder that the ABA-CLC only
functions to maintain the ABA Checklist and
that decisions on the countability of species
in states, provinces, and other ABA jurisdictions fall under the guise of the ABA Records
Standards and Ethics Committee (RSEC).
The CLC was also asked for its opinion on
changing eponymous and other Common
(English) Names, and committee members
were unanimous in supporting and following the AOS’s North American Classification
Committee for all nomenclatural changes, as
stated in the bylaws of the ABA-CLC.

Corrigendum
The specimen number for the skin of the
Dark-billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus melacoryphus),
at the Louisiana State University Museum of
Natural Science, listed in our previous report (Birding, Dec 2019, p. 37), is #164956;
the number listed (#23733) refers to tissue
samples from this specimen.
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The First Inland Record
of Steller’s Sea-Eagle
in North America
JOSH PARKS • Fairbanks, Alaska • jpbirds80@hotmail.com
Introduction
An exceptionally large raptor, Steller’s
Sea-Eagle breeds along the eastern coast
of Russia from the Kamchatka Peninsula
south to the Amur River which borders
with China. As the sea freezes in winter,
many birds migrate to northern Japan for
the winter. Hokkaido and its surrounding
islands are famous for high concentrations
of wintering sea-eagles (BirdLife International, 2020). In Aug 2020, Alaska’s presumed first interior record of Steller’s SeaEagle (Haliaeetus pelagicus) occurred on the
south side of the Alaska Range. A survey of
previous records shows that this northeast
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Asian species has been mainly restricted to
coastal areas in North America. This article
details previous records of Steller’s Sea-Eagle in North America and elaborates on this
year’s inland record.

Previous Sightings
One of North America’s longest-staying Steller’s Sea-Eagles was found on the Taku River
in Juneau, Alaska. It was first seen in 1989,
and sightings were reported off-and-on until
2001 (West, 2008). Dillingham, located in
southwest Alaska, also hosted a long-staying
Steller’s Sea-Eagle from 2001–2004 (West,
2008; ebird.org). There are roughly a dozen
confirmed reports from the Aleutian Islands,

where Steller’s Sea-Eagle is considered casual
(Gibson and Withrow, 2015). The most recent Aleutian records are from the spring of
2019 on Attu and Shemya islands. Regular
birding coverage from the far western Aleutians is now restricted to a military base on
Shemya Island and a U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service camp on Buldir Island. The only way
for birders to reach Attu Island is currently
with Zugunruhe Birding Tours led by owner/
operator John Puschock, who reported a
Steller’s Sea-Eagle there 26–28 May 2019.
Additionally, there is a historical record of
a Steller’s Sea-Eagle that was collected at Karluk Lake on Alaska’s Kodiak Island in 1921
(Gilbert, 1922). A record from British Columbia in December of 2004 possibly represented a hybrid Bald Eagle × Steller’s Sea-
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Eagle. There was never a unanimous conclusion, but the bird did show characteristics of
both species (Clark, 2008).

2020 Sighting
Fall arrives quickly in the Alaskan interior.
By the end of August, the shorter days make
the nights cool to near freezing, and leaves
turn bright yellow and golden orange as the
migratory birds begin their long journey
south to warmer wintering grounds. This is
a great time for birders to travel to remote islands off the Alaskan coast in hopes of seeing
Asian birds. Unfortunately, 2020 is different.
Various COVID-19-related travel restrictions
caused many birders to seek birds in other
areas of Alaska. My family decided to go
camping the last weekend of August and to
explore the Denali Highway.
The Denali Highway is 135 miles of mostly gravel road that parallels the south side of
the Alaska Range. It connects the Richardson
Highway to the Parks Highway, stretching
from Paxon to Cantwell. From the Paxon

side, it climbs in elevation into alpine terrain with stunning views of glaciers, scenic
mountains, and rivers. The alpine terrain
provides excellent nesting habitat for Alaskan breeding specialties, including Arctic
Warbler, Northern Wheatear, Gyrfalcon,
Smith’s Longspur, and Long-tailed Jaeger.
After enjoying a weekend of camping,
our family headed east back to our home in
Fairbanks on 30 Aug 2020. We parked at
an overlook in the MacLaren River Valley to
eat lunch, and I took a moment to scan the
valley and hillside through my binoculars.
I quickly exclaimed, “There’s no way that’s
what I think it is!” and my wife, Annie, asked
what I was seeing. I explained that the bird
appeared to be a Steller’s Sea-Eagle perched
on a spruce tree, and I hurriedly brought
out the spotting scope from the truck to get
a better view. Bringing the bird into focus
through the spotting scope confirmed that
it was indeed a Steller’s Sea-Eagle! After exchanging a quick high five, I dug my camera out of my backpack and snapped a few
quick identifying photos. Annie positioned a
cooler as a step stool for our kids, Carson (9)
and Emma (7), to enjoy this amazing oncein-a-lifetime bird sighting.

All Steller’s Sea-Eagle photos taken on
30 Aug 2020. Photographs by © Josh Parks.
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I then headed down the road on foot to
gain a better view and to take additional
photographs. The sea-eagle leaned forward
and left its perch, flying directly away from
me. My luck continued as it slowly made a
large arcing circle and then flew straight toward me. As it was slowly gaining altitude,
it made two complete circles overhead and
flew off in a southerly direction to leave

me standing in awe. I was able to capture
in-flight photographs showing a white tail,
white wing patches, and a sizable yellow bill.
After reporting our sighting, several people tried to re-find the bird in the following
weeks. There was one report of it two weeks
later on a ridge above the MacLaren River.
Birders who spoke to the owners of the MacLaren River Lodge relayed a report of a local

Table 1. A comprehensive list of known records of Steller’s Sea-Eagle in North America.

individual who saw a large eagle with white
in the wings on 26 Aug 2020, four days
prior to my observation. Another individual
shared photos taken on 29 Aug 2020 of the
bird 11.5 miles west of where I found it the
following day. The bird was in the general
area from at least 26 Aug–14 Sep 2020.
The Steller’s Sea-Eagle my family and I had
the privilege of seeing was a stunning adult,
and its location about 150 miles inland and
over 500 miles from the closest known prior
sighting was surprising. I believe this is the
first known interior North American record
for this typically coastal species.

Date

Location

Notes on the sighting

Source

15 Dec 1917

St. Paul Island, AK

Shot and wounded,
collected 2 days later

eBird, Hanna 1920

References

10 Aug 1921

Kodiak Island, AK

Collected at Karluk Lake

eBird, Gilbert 1922

20 Oct 1977

Unimak Island, AK

Possibly multiple sightings 1977–1981

eBird, Gibson and Byrd 2007

9 May 1980

Hanna, G. Dallas 1920. Additions to the Avifauna of
the Pribilof Islands, Alaska, Including Four Species New to North America. Auk, 37(2): 248–254.
Alexander, R. 2012 (Feb 13). Rare Steller’s Sea Eagle
seen in Juneau. KTOO Public Media, Juneau, Alaska.
26 Oct. 2020. https://www.ktoo.org/2012/02/13/
rare-stellers-sea-eagle-seen-in-juneau/
BirdLife International 2020. Steller’s Sea-eagle Haliaeetus pelagicus. 8 Oct. 2020. http://datazone.
birdlife.org/species/factsheet/stellers-sea-eagle-haliaeetus-pelagicus/text
Clark, W. S. 2008. Hybrid Bald Eagle × Steller’s SeaEagle from Vancouver. Birding, July/Aug 2008:
28–31.
eBird. Cornell Lab of Ornithology. https://ebird.org/
Gibson, D. D., & Byrd, G. V. 2007. Birds of the Aleutian
Islands, Alaska. Nuttall Ornithological Club.
Gibson, D. D., and Withrow, J. J. 2015. Inventory
of the species and subspecies of Alaska birds.
Western Birds, 46(2): 94–185.
Gilbert, C. H. 1922. Kamchatka sea eagle at Kodiak,
Alaska. Condor, 24(2): 66.
Tobish, T. G., Jr.,1994. Alaska Region, National Audubon Society Field Notes, 48(3): 330–332.
Tobish, T. G., Jr., 2012. Alaska. North American Birds,
66(2): 329–332.
West, G. C. 2008. A birder’s guide to Alaska. 2nd ed.
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Attu Island, AK

Alaska historical records

eBird

21 Sep 1989–
5 Aug 2001

Juneau, AK

Long-staying individual
on the Taku River

eBird, West 2008

16 May–2 Jun 2004

Attu Island, AK

ATTOUR

Tobish 1994

2001–12 Sep 2004

On the Nushagak R.
at Dillingham

Exact first date unknown

West 2008

8–21 Dec 2005

Near Victoria, BC

Possibly a hybrid with Bald Eagle

Clark 2008

12 Jan 2012

Shemya Island, AK

Alaska historical records

eBird, Tobish 2012

10 Feb 2012

Juneau, AK

Incidental, only seen by one observer

Alexander 2012

8 Jun 2014

Buldir Island, AK

Probably same individual
seen next year

eBird

27 Jun 2015

Buldir Island, AK

Probably seen previous year

eBird

1 May 2019

Shemya Island, AK

Photo taken

eBird

26–28 May 2019

Attu Island, AK

Bird tour, well documented

eBird

26 Aug–14 Sep 2020

MacLaren River
Valley, AK

Found by author

New data presented here

Early Oct 2020

Noatak River,
AK

Bobo Swanson

fide Selawik National
Wildlife Refuge
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Navigating
the Weather
of Bird Migration
BRYAN GUARENTE • Boulder, Colorado • bryan.guarente@gmail.com

L

“

ooks like the unseasonably
warm fall weather will finally
fade to winter conditions here
in Colorado this weekend,” the
radio blared. “Saturday an evening cold front
will bring clouds and 4 to 8 inches of snow
along the Front Range and I-25 corridor. And
BRRRR… temperatures on Sunday will top
out in the low twenties.”
Experienced birders often say, “Go birding
in bad weather!” This weekend’s forecast sure
sounds like bad weather. But I’ve birded on
these types of cold, miserable days before and
not turned up anything interesting. Going out on
this particular Saturday before it gets really ugly
might be okay...but it’s the only chance to get
the yard work done before the snow hits. Maybe
birding just won’t be in the weekend plans.

These were my initial thoughts for birding
on Saturday, October 13, 2018. As Saturday
rolled through, the Rare Bird Alert (RBA)
started to prove the migration conditions were
pretty good, but nothing spectacular:
■ The Tropical Kingbird was still around (for
over a week at that point),
■ Surf and White-winged Scoters showed up
for the first time this season,
■ Sandhill Cranes swept through Colorado
with counts in the 500s,
■ American Avocets, Pectoral Sandpipers,
Lesser Yellowlegs, and Red-necked Phalaropes
all increased numbers,
■ and Sabine’s, Bonaparte’s, and Franklin’s
gulls were reported in multiple counties.
Sunday, October 14th barreled in with
much colder temperatures, overnight snow-

fall, and a very different story in the RBA. No
one had seen the long-standing Tropical Kingbird that morning. Birders reported Black-bellied Plovers and Stilt Sandpipers at the foot of
the mountains, both of which are infrequent
fall migrants. And, most interestingly, American Golden-Plovers showed up at 11 different
locations, 10 of which were along the Front
Range (the urban corridor from Cheyenne,
WY, through Pueblo, CO).
American Golden-Plover is rare in Colorado, with typically a handful of sightings each
fall, and Tropical Kingbird is even rarer. As it
turns out, these two species served as excellent indicators of how the broader weather
patterns affected migration on that snowy
October weekend in 2018. And what’s more,
with careful tracking of specific weather variables, we can identify good-for-birding migration days as well as “dud” days, and adjust our
birding plans accordingly. Let’s take a closer
look at understanding and using these key
weather variables to make meteorologicallyinformed birding plans.

Go Birding in Bad Weather!

The old adage, “go birding in bad weather,”
often gets birders out looking for migrants at
the “right” times. Birders have long observed
that foggy, rainy, or snowy conditions seem
to deposit birds on the ground during migration. One might then reason that to find
more birds, he or she simply needs to find
where the forecast calls for fog, rain or snow.
Research shows that birds, in fact, do prefer
to avoid flying through thick clouds, fog, or
precipitation (Erickson et al., 2001), so this
thought definitely has merit.
However, this approach isn’t foolproof. Fog
and precipitation don’t always occur in con-

Figure 1. 850 mb winds during a fall migration day
with a location in Wisconsin highlighted in a green
circle. To see this image animated navigate to:
https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig1
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junction with larger-scale wind patterns conducive for migration. Take scattered afternoon
thunderstorms in summertime, for example.
These storms may occur in any wind system
during summer, and are usually quite small
and short-lived, not really affecting the larger
migratory patterns of birds.
Maybe, instead, we should look at something bigger, like a cold front. This is another
generalization that can lead to “bad weather
days” but no good birds. A cold front, or any
front for that matter, can play a role in concentrating birds, especially if low clouds and
precipitation occur. But if we’re looking for
new migrants or first-of-seasons, we’ll need to
look at several other weather factors beyond
precipitation and clouds. All of them are related to the wind.

Wind Direction

Birds are masters of efficiency, especially
during migration. To conserve energy, they
fly with the winds at their backs and adjust
their flight altitude to take advantage of the
best wind speeds and direction (Bruderer et
al., 1995). If we want birds to come to our
location, or at least pass nearby during fall
migration, we should wish for winds blowing
into our region from the north (N), northwest
(NW), or northeast (NE) in the Northern
Hemisphere. Easy peasy. Unfortunately, it isn’t
only the wind direction that matters—we need
to examine four more factors to fully determine migration into or out of our area.

Figure 2. [top] 925 mb winds during a fall migration day
from the same location in Wisconsin (green circle). To see
this image animated navigate to: https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig2

Figure 3. [bottom] 800 mb winds on October 13th
at 6 pm Mountain Time (MT). To see the image
animated navigate to: https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig3

Altitude of Migration

Many studies suggest that most waterfowl,
gulls, shorebirds and passerines migrate
between ~320 ft. (100 m) and ~11,500 ft.
(3,500 m) above the ground (Bruderer et al.,
1995, Drewitt and Langston 2006, ShamounBaranes et al., 2006, Schmaljohann et al.,
2009, Dokter et al., 2010, Kemp et al., 2013).
Monitoring the winds within these appropriate flight levels is the second factor we’ll examine in more depth.
Meteorologically, the ground-level wind direction can vary 30˚ or more from the wind direction found at typical migration flight levels
due to friction (i.e., buildings, trees, and topography). So, your or your neighbor’s backyard weather station isn’t necessarily representative of the atmospheric conditions where
birds will be flying. We will need to consult
wind observations well above the ground to
determine what the flying conditions are.
Meteorologists use pressure, not height, as
their vertical coordinate. Pressure decreases
with altitude in the atmosphere, so pressure
values get lower as we move away from the
ground. Thus, for migration most readers
VOLUME 71 • NUMBER 2 (2020)
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would likely be coming from
Texas and Oklahoma (the path
highlighted in red), traveling
along with the strong southerly
(blowing from the south) flow.
Realistically, since that would
be opposite the direction that
migrants would want to travel,
they most likely would stay in
Texas and Oklahoma to refuel
for a day or two, waiting for another burst of northerly winds
with future weather systems.
Thus, in southern WI, there
were no new incoming migrants.
Instead, there were outgoing migrants, as birds wanted to move
southward along the winds
Figure 4. Cold front location on October 13th at 2 pm MT.
headed for the Gulf Coast.
In Figure 2, we can see a
should look at pressure levels between 925 very different large-scale wind pattern that
millibars (mb) and 850 mb [~2500 ft. (762 will bring incoming fall migrants to our green
m) and ~5000 ft. (1500 m) above sea level] circle. The winds in Wisconsin change from
to determine flight-level winds. If you live at southwesterly the previous day (not shown;
higher elevations, you may need to look as but similar to the pattern in Ohio in Figure
high as 700 mb [~9900 ft. (3010 m) above sea 2), to a broad swath of strong northwesterly
level]. If you live quite close to sea-level, look winds (highlighted as red arrows). These
at 1000 mb [~360 ft. (110 m) above sea level]. winds originate from the Canadian Prairie
Depending on the broad-scale weather condi- Provinces. Birds arriving from the northwest
tions and the season, the appropriate pressure will replace some of the outgoing migrants
level may vary, so don’t forget to check other that are currently leaving or will leave along
with the continued south and eastward proreasonable levels for your location.
To find these wind data online, we suggest gression of the cold front and its favorable
using https://earth.nullschool.net/. This web- northwest winds. This should compel a broad
site contains surface, 1000 mb, 850 mb, and southward migration of many species across
700 mb winds. It is also possible to navigate not just Wisconsin but all of the U.S. Great
into the future to see the next 5 days worth of Plains and Midwest in the subsequent day(s),
forecast winds. You can also look backward in creating a nice turnover of birds.
Turnover, in this sense, is a situation where
time to examine winds from your memorable
both outgoing and incoming migrants occur
birding days.
at similar rates. According to data from a wellbirded eBird hotspot in southern Wisconsin
Source Region
It’s not only the wind direction and proper on this day, here are the changes that occurred.
flight altitude that determines migration pat- ■ Departed: Warbling Vireo, Scarlet Tanager,
terns. The source region of the winds provides and Field Sparrow
insight into where migrants might originate, ■ Decreased Numbers: Rose-breasted Grosand thus what type of birds to expect. This beak and Red-eyed Vireo
is the largest-scale weather factor we should ■ Newly Arrived: Least Flycatcher, Brown
examine for monitoring migrants, and can Thrasher, Tennessee Warbler, Bay-breasted
be a strong meteorological predictor of what Warbler, Blackburnian Warbler, Chestnuttypes of birds will show up. Figures 1 and 2 sided Warbler, Yellow-rumped Warbler, and
depict two different illustrative examples (not Eastern Towhee
■ Increased Numbers: Philadelphia Vireo,
the October 13–14, 2018 case).
Imagine that we live in the green circle in Ruby-crowned Kinglet, Gray Catbird, BlackFigure 1 (south-central Wisconsin) and it is and-white Warbler, Nashville Warbler, Comfall migration. Although the wind direction is mon Yellowthroat, American Redstart, Magnortherly (blowing from the north) and there are nolia Warbler, Black-throated Green Warbler,
precipitating low clouds here (not shown), this Swamp Sparrow, and Northern Cardinal.
Through the example above, we saw that the
pattern wouldn’t produce new fall migrants at
our location. If there were migration into south- wind direction and source region were imporern Wisconsin (WI) during this pattern, birds tant during fall migration. Next we’ll look at
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two more wind factors that will help us refine
our birding forecasts: regional convergence and
duration of the large-scale wind pattern.

Convergence

Turning back to our October 13–14, 2018
case, a cold front passed through the Colorado
Front Range on the evening of October 13th,
with northeast winds at 800 mb [approximately 1600 ft. (~480 m) above the ground in
the Front Range]. The cloud ceilings dropped
lower as snow began to fall, decreasing bird
flight levels to nearly ground level. Figure 3
shows the large-scale 800 mb wind pattern,
which we can use to assess flight paths.
The source region of the northeasterly
winds found in northeastern Colorado was
nearly within the Arctic Circle—northerly
winds began primarily in the Northwest
Territories, Canada, and then flowed down
through the Canadian and U.S. Great Plains
before funneling into northern Colorado.
In September and October, American
Golden-Plovers use farmland throughout the
Canadian Prairie Provinces for food while
migrating south and east from their breeding
grounds. With the assistance of a strong cold
frontal passage like the one in this case (Figure 4), an American Golden-Plover, one of the
fastest-flying shorebirds, could easily travel
1000 mi (1,600 km) in 18-24 hours with the
aid of a strong tailwind.
So, if a bird took off from southern Alberta/
Saskatchewan (dashed line on Figure 5) shortly after the cold front passed near sundown
on October 12th, it could then have easily
reached Colorado as the sun set on the 13th.
But why would so many American Golden-

Figure 5. 800 mb winds on October 13th at 6 pm
(MT). The red section highlights convergent flow into
the Colorado Front Range. The blue section highlights
where the flow spreads apart making bird detection
harder. For a larger version of this map, navigate to
https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig5
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Figure 6. Map of American Golden-Plover eBird sightings from October 14th and their proximity to the
cold front location at 6 pm (MT) on October 13th (blue
line). Yellow markers are birds seen on the 14th, but
that were also seen on at least the previous day before
the frontal passage (sometimes many days prior).
All times on the map are local time. Navigable map
available at: https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig6

Plovers have ended up in Colorado from this
single event? The answer lies in the convergent pattern of the winds into Colorado.
Let’s compare the red and blue highlighted sections behind the cold front (solid blue
line). Using the dashed line in southern Canada as the hypothetical migrant origin, we can
see that all of the red flow concentrated into
Colorado. Effectively, the flow funneled from
a width of ~425 mi (680 km) at the origin to
~100 mi (160 km) in northern Colorado. This
resulted in higher bird concentrations and
easier detection by birders.
In the blue-highlighted section, a narrower
~340 mi (550 km) span of northerly flow at
the origin widened to ~668 mi (1075 km)
near the front. Migrating birds would have
effectively spread apart as they got closer to
the front, which made lower migrant concentrations and more difficult detection. Thus, it
becomes clearer why American Golden-Plover
reports were higher in the Colorado Front
Range than farther east along the blue-highlighted region of the front.
Detection of American Golden-Plovers is
also correlated with the frontal location (blue
line on Figures 5 and 6) at sunset on the 13th,
even though the sightings occurred on the
14th. This timing discrepancy is likely due
to persistently worsening flight conditions
associated with the front, sunset decreasing
visibility, and human detectability issues due
to general birding hours coming to a close
around dusk.
Black markers on Figure 6 show all of the
American Golden-Plover sightings that only
occurred on the 14th. Black markers to the
east and south of the cold front are mostly

associated with the passage of the cold front
later on the 14th (use the map available at
https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig6 to explore this relationship).
Migrant concentration zones frequently
occur near fronts. This case highlighted that
not all locations along the front were created equally. In addition to zones of increased
convergence like the one in this case, further
instances of convergence may occur due to
other factors like topographic features, preferred habitat of the migrant species, or even
the duration of the weather pattern. We’ll examine how the duration of northerly winds
impacted American Golden-Plover and Tropical Kingbird reports.

Duration of Pattern:
American Golden-Plover

How long were the winds
coming from a good source
region for American GoldenPlovers? The front that produced favorable winds for
migrants to enter Colorado
originated from northern
Alberta and southern Northwest Territories, Canada. Early on October 12th (Figure 7
panel A), the pattern started
to set up with a northerly
component to the winds. Later on October 12th (panel B),
the front developed a large
swath of north-northwest
winds. Early October 13th
(panel C), the northwesterly
winds made their way down
into the contiguous U.S. By
sunset on the 13th (panel D),
the pattern showed that longrange travel of migrants continued to be possible across
the entire Canada-U.S. plains
region.
These northwesterly winds
out of Alberta and Northwest Territories continued
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for several days after Oct 14th, pushing farther south and east as the cold front swept
through the rest of the eastern lower 48 states.
While concentrations of American GoldenPlovers on subsequent days were not quite as
high as they were on the 13th and 14th due
to decreasing intensity and frequency of convergence zones over time, key species were
still recorded in association with the frontal
passage through Oct. 17th. A notable report
came on Oct. 16th, when birders found an
American Golden-Plover in Matagorda County, Texas. This was 1 of only 5 eBird records
of American Golden-Plover for the entire fall
season in Texas.
As a counter-example of long-duration
wind patterns, Figure 8 shows an example
of a similar cold frontal passage with a pronounced region of convergence in Nebraska
(NE), Kansas (KS), and Colorado from October of 2019. This pattern didn’t produce
any American Golden-Plovers in CO, and
produced only one sighting in Kansas along
the cold front. This convergence pattern was
fast moving, and no single location saw strong
convergence for more than a few hours, likely
limiting the detectability of birds the following
day. This is unlike the Oct 2018 case which
saw at least 12 hours of convergence into the
Colorado Front Range and the similar source
region winds for over a day and a half. Furthermore, the American Golden-Plover source

Figure 7. 800 mb winds on October 12th 6 am through October 13th at 6
pm (MT). The arrows indicate an approximation of the trajectory American
Golden-Plovers may have taken southward within this specific weather pattern. For a larger version of this map, navigate to https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig7
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Figure 8. 850 mb wind map from 10 Oct 2019 from a
similar source region with similar cold front for comparison to previous American Golden-Plover migration
patterns. To see this map animated, navigate to
https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig8

region didn’t contain strong northerly winds
and was not tapped for a long duration due to
the fast-moving nature of this overall system.

Extreme Weather: Tropical Kingbird

As a much rarer factor to consider in bird
migration or dispersal, let’s look at extreme
weather events.
The Tropical Kingbird, after arriving on 5
Oct 2018, had been around for over a week.
Figure 9 shows a map from 30 Sep, which has
a similar pattern to the maps leading up to and
including Oct 5, and if we follow one of the
possible paths backward to a likely origin, the
winds track back to the Baja Peninsula. The
path isn’t as short as the other possible path
from Texas, but this western Mexico pathway
did offer long-duration winds from the southwest for approximately 4 days, as well as an
extreme weather event: Hurricane Rosa.
Similar to hurricanes on the Eastern Seaboard and Gulf of Mexico, landfalling hurricanes on the West Coast can transport or
displace birds well inland. Hurricane Rosa
weakened rapidly as it progressed inland, taking a four-day path through Arizona and New
Mexico, and then skirting the southeast corner of Colorado while possibly depositing this
Tropical Kingbird into the Denver area.
Thus, either this bird was deposited into
Colorado through a combination of long-

duration wind patterns and a hurricane, or
it came on the southerly winds from Texas
associated with the long-standing, large high
pressure center covering most of the Eastern U.S. (centered over NC and VA). Either
is plausible, as both included long-duration
weather patterns capable of directing unusual
birds into Colorado.

Summary

No matter the type of migration, it is important to monitor five different factors of the
winds to identify areas where migrant concentration is most likely. When planning your
next birding adventure, assess the following:
• the wind direction and whether it is useful
to migrants
• the winds at appropriate flight levels for
your area
• the source region of the winds

• areas of convergence
• long-duration weather patterns
Focusing our attention on these factors will
aid our ability to forecast good-for-birding
migration days. This way we can understand
whether we’re about to go birding in the right
bad weather.
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Figure 9. 850 mb wind pattern (30 Sep 2018 6 pm
MDT) four days before the arrival of the Tropical
Kingbird in Denver, Colorado (green circle). Hurricane
Rosa is the counter-clockwise wind pattern off the
Baja Peninsula. To see this map animated, navigate
to https://bit.ly/NABFall-Fig9
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A Probable Mottled
Duck x American
Black Duck Hybrid
BRIAN TABER • Williamsburg, Virginia • taberzz@aol.com

T

hese two photos, of presumably
the same duck, were taken on 2
and 9 May 2019 in Portsmouth,
Virginia. The distinct black gape
mark and unstreaked buffy cheek, supercilium, and throat are characteristic of
Mottled Duck, while the overall very dark
plumage is characteristic of American Black
Duck. The bird was found by the Waterbird Research Team of Coastal Virginia
Wildlife Observatory and was thought to
possibly represent the first known example
of a Mottled Duck × American Black Duck
hybrid. The photos were shown to Dr. Phil
Lavretsky of the University of Texas at El
Paso. He studies the Mallard complex and
agrees that the bird could represent that
combination.
Mottled Duck is more closely related
to American Black Duck than to Mallard,
but Mottled and Black aren’t known to
be found together during the breeding
season. The Virginia site, not open to the
public, hosts Black throughout the year
and is possibly unique in having Mottled
and Black together; the team discovered
Virginia’s first Mottled Duck at the same
site the previous year. Several birds that
appeared to be possible Mottled × Mallard
hybrids were also found, indicating that
there may be dynamic interaction among
the three species at this location, recalling
the Mottled/Mexican/Mallard situation along
the lower Rio Grande Valley. Mallard × Black
hybrids are also encountered at the site, but
the bird pictured here is the first to exhibit
characteristics of both Mottled and Black.

Photographs by © Brian Taber.
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PHOTO SALON:
First Cycle Slaty-backed
Gulls in Japan
ALVARO JARAMILLO • Half Moon Bay, California • alvaro@alvarosadventures.com

S

laty-backed Gull (Larus schistisagus)
has had an interesting trajectory in
modern North American birding. It
has gone from a vagrant found regularly in Alaska and with a few sightings in
the Pacific Northwest to a species that now
shows up annually somewhere in the Great
Lakes region or even east to the Atlantic
Coast. There are now multiple records from
Newfoundland, and multiple individuals an-
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Figure 1. In winter, adult Slaty-backed Gulls are a typical, large, white-headed gull. They have a yellow bill with
red gonys spot and sometimes a green-toned base to the bill. The legs are pink, but a vivid pink like a Thayer’s
Gull (Larus glaucoides thayeri). The mantle tone is variable, based on what one sees in Japan. This would be the
typical shade, just a tad paler than the black of the primaries. Eyes are pale. Streaking on the head and neck
is often warm, cinnamon toned, rather than blackish or brown; typically the streaking concentrates around
the eye, a “mascara” look. Structurally, they tend to be a large-billed gull, with a deep breast and keel, with
relatively short legs. They can look long-necked at times, and this imparts a structure that suggests a small
goose, like a Cackling Goose (Branta hutchinsii). 21 Feb 2018, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 2. In flight, the go-to feature for an adult is the
“string of pearls,” which are pale tongue tips (white,
subterminal crescents) on the mid-to-outer primaries.
The extent of this pattern varies, but as a standard, P8
should show a pale tongue tip. This individual shows a
tongue tip to P7; we cannot see if P8 has a pale tongue
tip on this adult with a reduced “string of pearls”
pattern. The primaries are darker than the darkslaty of the upperparts. Structurally, this is a typical
bird with a large bill and somewhat long-necked
appearance. The wings are broad, somewhat like a
Western Gull (Larus occidentalis). 5 Feb 2018, Choshi,
Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.

nually in California. The overwhelming majority of these vagrant records are of adults
or of birds in at least their second cycle,
when they begin to show the distinctive
slaty mantle coloration. We are still in the
learning stages of understanding the variation within first-cycle birds. By showing and
discussing a multitude of photos from Japan
in February (from multiple years), this photo
salon aims to illustrate some of the different
looks that first cycle Slaty-backed Gulls can
show in winter from an area where they are
common. These images may help in assessing identification within this difficult age

Figure 3. First-cycle Slaty-backed Gulls are variable. Perhaps this is due to individual variation, or there may be
a geographic element. Sometimes an individual is particularly worn and faded, suggesting it hatched earlier
and is more likely from a southern breeding population. Those birds will be noted in the following. These two
individuals are quite different but are both Slaty-backed Gulls. Their bulky, deep-bodied structures are typical.
Both the dark and pale bird do share some elements of plumage. The greater coverts are largely pale and show
little barring or patterning. Median and lesser coverts have dark centers, without complex patterns. Similarly,
the tertials are dark with pale tips, and there’s a narrow pale edge. Slaty-backed Gulls in their first cycle have
brownish flanks and bellies; paler birds less so, but the pattern is still there. The rear flanks, near the leg bases,
are typically solidly brown. 25 Feb 2020, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 4. [top left] Two first cycle Slaty-backed gulls, again a paler and a darker bird. The dark bird
suggests a smithsonianus Herring Gull as it is so brownish on the body, including the belly. However, look
at those greater coverts, which are largely pale with little barring. Similarly, the median coverts have
dark tips and pale bases rather than being dark with a narrow pale fringe or “holly leaf” pattern as in
smithsonianus or thayeri. The pale bird has paler coverts, but still there is some dark-tipped pattern on
the lesser and medians. Although entirely different, the similarity of the tone of the primaries, as well as
pattern and color of the tertials of these two birds, is notable. On the dark bird, notice that new scapulars
and back are very dark and solid; when this is present, it is a key feature to see in a vagrant bird in North
America. Streaking coalescing around the eye, a dark post-ocular line, and a slightly darker ear spot are
the norm. The bill is often largely dark, with a variable amount of pale at the base; (strongly) bicolored
bills are not the norm. Pink legs are often bright from the first cycle, and they tend not to show dark on
the shins. 21 Feb 21 2018, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
Figure 5. [bottom left] Five first cycle Slaty-backed Gulls. On these birds, the generally pale-frosty look
shows up; and in most birds, the tail, primaries, and tertials are contrastingly darker. The greater coverts
have a weak pattern and are largely whitish. The tertials are dark with pale tips and narrow pale edges.
Lesser and median coverts are variable, but they don’t usually look unicolored; rather, they have dark
tips and paler bases. These birds show a rather consistent head streaking pattern, with dark around the
eye, a darker ear spot, and densest streaking on the hindneck; the back of the mid-neck is less streaked
than the lower neck or the crown. 20 Feb 2018, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.

category, especially in the context of multiple hybrid
combinations of North American gull species.
As shown in this set of photos, first cycle Slatybacked Gulls are variable. So how does one identify
them?
• First of all, note the structure: thicker-bodied and
wider-winged than “American” Herring Gull (Larus
argentatus smithsonianus) yet slimmer-billed and sometimes longer-necked than Western (Larus occidentalis)
and Glaucous-winged (Larus glaucescens) gulls.
• In flight, Slaty-backs have a dark tail that contrasts
with a pale rump and uppertail covert region.
• The wings are pale below.
• Above, in general, there is a paler greater covert
panel and contrastingly darker marginal and lesser
coverts.
• The belly is dark, contrasting with a paler neck.
Identifying a Slaty-backed Gull does depend on
whether it is a paler bird or a darker bird. Those
darker birds (which look like smithsonianus Herring
Gulls) have contrastingly pale, unmarked, and even-

Figure 6. It is difficult to choose what a “typical” first cycle Slaty-backed Gull looks like, but this gull may be close, especially in
structure. There is a pale, frosty look to them, suggesting a “white-winged” gull, but with contrastingly dark primaries, tail, and
tertials. Greater coverts often show no pattern, a weak pattern, or if barred, the pale areas between the dark bars are more extensive
than the dark bars. The lesser to median coverts are darkest sub-terminally; the paler bases create parallel lines of spots on the
folded wings, a distinctive pattern once you focus on it. Darker birds lose this pattern. I won’t mention these features again for fear of
sounding like a broken record, but look at: 1) dark tertials with broad white tip and narrow pale edge, 2) darker area on flanks above
leg, 3) streaking on head coalescing around the eye, a slight ear spot, and strongest on lower neck and crown, 4) pink legs without dark
shins, 5) dark bill with variable and irregular pale base. 9 Feb 2019, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
VOLUME 71 • NUMBER 2 (2020)
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Figure 7. A common appearance in some first cycle Slaty-backed Gulls is
an obvious white ground color, giving a frosty look, yet a high-contrast
appearance. The dark-tipped coverts form distinctive parallel lines of spots,
and the greater coverts are largely pale and unmarked. This individual has
some dark second-generation feathers on the upperparts. 11 Feb 2019,
Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 9. A classic first cycle Slaty-backed Gull. One pattern that I have not
pointed out yet is that many show a paler neck, with a clear whitish background
color, contrasting with the brown belly (as this bird does). Note the typical pale
and uniform greater coverts, and medians with pale bases and dark subterminal
areas. Dark around the eye, ear spot, and a band of streaks over the eyes are the
norm as well. 11 Feb 2019, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 8. This individual shows muted contrast: notice how the primaries do not
contrast much with the tertials. One could propose that this bird has Glaucous-winged
Gull (Larus glaucescens) genes, as the two species hybridize on occasion. However, it
really does not look intermediate in other respects, and note how dark the secondgeneration scapulars and back feathers are. One would predict these would be paler
if this were a hybrid. The belly and the rear flanks are quite brown, typical of Slatybacked Gull. 11 Feb 2019, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 10. The individual on the right is more worn than others. Given that these
photos were all taken in early to mid-February, the difference in wear is likely
because this bird hatched earlier. As such, it probably is from the southern edge of the
distribution. Not much can be made of the covert patterns. The second-generation
scapulars and back are quite dark; thus, this may be a key feature to use in Western
North America, where hybrid Herring × Glaucous-winged gulls occur. These hybrids do
not show dark second-generation back and scapulars. Note that the bird on the left is
a darker first cycle Slaty-backed Gull, highlighting how variable this species can be. 11
Feb 2019, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
N O RT H A M E R I C A N B I R D S
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colored greater coverts. Paler birds often show dark-tipped
median and lesser coverts. Also look for simply-patterned
tertials: dark in the center with a narrow pale fringe and a
wider pale tip.
One of the aims of this photo salon is to make it clear that
this is a difficult identification, but to also shed light on some
recurring patterns. (Keep in mind, however, that some hybrid combinations may show some of these features.) Still, it
would be highly unlikely that multiple features and patterns
that are common or regularly-occurring in Slaty-backed
Gull would occur in a hybrid. Looking at multiple plumage
features, in addition to structure, is essential, and a certain
number of individuals should remain unidentified based on
current knowledge.

VOLUME 71 • NUMBER 2 (2020)

Figure 11. Some first cycle Slaty-backed Gulls suggest the brown uniformity of many
smithsonianus Herring Gulls, such as this one. I believe these darker birds may be more
difficult to “key into” in North America, but once seen may be easier to confirm as a Slatybacked Gull because their appearance is so unlike the confounding issue of Herring ×
Glaucous-winged hybrids. The key is to see the low contrast or even entirely pale greater
coverts of Slaty-backed Gull; smithsonianus will show well-defined barring, particularly
on the inner coverts, and it will often show distinct, dark-brown bases to the entire set of
greater coverts. The pale basal areas on the median coverts are classically Slaty-backed,
and the noticeable white scapular tips on the longest feathers would be an unusual
pattern in smithsonianus. Notice the short wing projection and “goose butt” behind
the legs. This look is also shown by both birds in Figure 4. 10 Feb 2019, Choshi, Japan.
Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 12. This first cycle
Slaty-backed Gull shows
a different greater covert
pattern, with solid-dark bases,
and paler terminal areas. As
such, it resembles the pattern
seen in Western Gull (Larus
occidentalis) and Western ×
Glaucous-winged hybrids.
From that perspective, birds
like this one may be hard to
pick out in western North
America. However, the median
coverts with paler bases and
darker terminal areas, the
dark new second generation
back and scapulars, as well as
the tertial pattern will help.
As well, the primaries are very
dark on this bird, unlike in the
above-mentioned hybrid. Such
hybrids will very often show
a bulbous bill tip, as opposed
to Slaty-backed’s rather
even-shaped bill. 5 Feb 2018,
Choshi, Japan. Photograph by
© Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 13. Like the
previous individual, this
first cycle Slaty-backed
Gull shows dark bases to
the greater coverts. But
the median coverts have
noticeable pale bases,
as is typical on so many
Slaty-backed Gulls. The
primaries and tail are very
dark, unlike a Western
× Glaucous-winged gull
hybrid. 5 Feb 2018, Choshi,
Japan. Photograph by ©
Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 14. Let’s look at a
feature that may be much
easier to pick up on the other
side of the Pacific. This bird is a
classic, frosty first cycle Slatybacked Gull. Even though there
is a lot of white background,
there is substantial contrast
with the darker primaries
and tertial centers. The nearly
solidly whitish greater coverts
are a feature unlikely to be
found on other species of large
gulls. Some bold, dark centers
to new back and scapular
feathers are another feature
to look for, as well as the paler
neck contrasting with darker
belly, and the classic facial
pattern with dark around the
eye, ear spot, and band of
crown streaking. 21 Feb 2018,
Choshi, Japan. Photograph by
© Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 15. Another type is the white-headed pattern. These birds lack the classic streaking pattern on the face, although enough may be there to suggest the
standard pattern. While pale on the front end, this individual is quite dark on the primaries and tail. The greater coverts are classically pale and lacking bold
patterns, and this bird has some dark centered back feathers coming in. 21 Feb 2018, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
VOLUME 71 • NUMBER 2 (2020)
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Figure 16. This first cycle
Slaty-backed has a classic
wing and the whitenecked look, but it also
shows anchor-shaped
second-generation
scapulars. The overall
pattern resembles the
Mongolian Gull (Larus
[argentatus] mongolicus),
although that species
differs in its tail pattern
and covert pattern. Crisp
and distinct anchors
like on this bird would
be entirely unexpected
in pale-bodied hybrid
combinations we may
see in North America.
21 Feb 2018, Choshi,
Japan. Photograph by
© Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 17. Let’s look again at a darker-type, first cycle Slaty-backed Gull. As in Figure 11, this bird suggests a smithsonianus Herring Gull—
but look at those coverts, quite different from what you would see in smithsonianus. This individual is essentially in juvenal plumage in
February, and perhaps that means it is from the northern part of the distribution. Vega (Larus [argentatus] vegae) and Black-tailed (Larus
crassirostris) gulls are visible in the background. 21 Feb 2018, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 18. A very pale, first cycle Slaty-backed Gull, suggesting it may be a hybrid with a Glaucous-winged Gull,
based on the pale and faded primaries. However, the wear state suggests this bird is a southern breeder, therefore
located well away from where Glaucous-winged Gulls breed. The new back and scapulars are nicely dark centered,
and the bird’s body is quite dark. I think that this is a pale-winged variant of Slaty-backed Gull, and this variant
was seen frequently in the flocks in Japan. 21 Feb 2018, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 19. Switching to
flying birds, pictured is a
classic first cycle Slaty-backed
Gull. The tail is largely dark,
without an extensive white
base; yet the uppertail
coverts are noticeably pale
compared to the rest of the
upperparts. The pale greater
covert panel is noticeable,
and the inner primaries are
pale as compared to the
outer primaries. Most show
noticeably darker marginal
coverts, so the inner forewing
is darker than the rest of the
coverts. 24 Feb 2020, Choshi,
Japan. Photograph by
© Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 20. A flying first cycle
Slaty-backed Gull with a largely
dark tail and noticeably paler
uppertail coverts. The leading
edge of the inner wing is darker
than the paler panel of the
coverts. Inner primaries are paler
than the outers, but they do have
dark subterminal patterning.
5 Feb 2018, Choshi, Japan.
Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 21. This nearly
perfect classic first-cycle
Slaty-backed Gull has
uniformly-colored coverts
that are paler than the
leading edge of the wing.
The inner primaries are
paler than the outer
primaries and secondaries.
The tail is dark and contrasts
with pale uppertail coverts.
This individual also shows
some new and contrastingly
dark back and scapular
feathers. The face features
dark around the eye, a
dark ear spot, and a more
streaked crown than on the
upper neck. 5 Feb 2018,
Choshi, Japan. Photograph
by © Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 22. This bird is a darker individual first cycle Slaty-backed Gull. Even so, the greater coverts are lacking a strong barred pattern. This individual does show more
pale at the base of the tail than the others shown previously. Even on these darker birds, the uppertail coverts are noticeably pale. Look for those dark-centered second
generation back and scapulars—a very good feature to seek in February first cycle Slaty-backed Gulls. 9 Feb 2019, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Figure 23. Wow! This bird is quite a different-looking first cycle
Slaty-backed Gull! It is a worn, faded, and pale individual. But it
is also a bird that has pattern differences from the classic—in
particular, this individual has a pale tail base, and that detail
is not due to wear and fading. This bird grew those feathers in
that way. This is a variant that exists in Slaty-backed Gulls, but it
is not the common pattern. Still, the very pale uppertail coverts
are there, contrasting with the rest of the upperparts. This
particular individual is showing dark-gray new upperparts, a
feature clarifying it is a Slaty-backed, and not a Mongolian Gull.
Those pale and uniform greater coverts are the classic pattern
in Slaty-backed Gull, although they vary, as we have seen in this
photo salon. Note that often the central tail feathers on Slatybacked Gulls are noticeably paler than the rest. 10 Feb 2019,
Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 24. Here’s another pale, washed-out individual. The unmarked and
pale greater coverts are typical. It has the pale uppertail coverts. And in this
individual, the dark new feathers on the back and scapulars are obvious.
Paler hybrids in North America are very unlikely to show dark new feathers
like this bird. 25 Feb 2020, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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Photo 25. A nicely contrasting
first cycle Slaty-backed Gull.
Greater coverts are pale and
uniform—the uppertail coverts
are also typically pale and
contrasting. The underwings
show a dark trailing edge on the
outer primaries, extending to
the bases on the longer ones.
Often the underwings on Slatybacked look like Thayer’s Gull,
pale other than on the tips. The
dark belly and paler neck pattern
show up on this bird. Note the
paler central pair of rectrices.
25 Feb 2020, Choshi, Japan.
Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.

Figure 26. On this first cycle Slaty-backed Gull, look at the underwing. This feature is quite typical—the undersides of the primaries are pale other than the dark tips. This detail recalls
Thayer’s Gull. The greater coverts with weak patterning are typical, as are the paler inner primaries on the upperwing. 25 Feb 2020, Choshi, Japan. Photograph by © Alvaro Jaramilo.
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H

ere we report continental North
America’s first wild specimen of
Graylag Goose and the North
American mainland’s first record of
this species. Further, stable hydrogen isotope
data measured from the specimen provides
evidence of the Greenlandic provenance of the
bird. This record adds support to conjectures
about the possible wild origin from Greenland
or Iceland of previous observations of European waterfowl species reported in eastern
Canada and the northeastern United States.

Background

Greater White-fronted Goose in the company
of a small number of Canada Geese at Saint’s
Rest Marsh, Saint John, 70 kilometers (44
miles) northeast of Grand Manan Island on the
adjacent mainland. The birds took flight, and
Cormier snapped a number of quick photos as
the flock departed (Figure 1, pp. 38–39).
Four days later, on 4 Dec 2007, a lone goose
was legally shot on Grand Manan Island, New
Brunswick, Canada, in the Bay of Fundy (lat.
44o43’33.6’’ N, long. 66o45’14.4’’ W). When
hunter Tracey Bagley picked up the bird, he

realized it was a goose with which he was unfamiliar.
The dead goose was identified as a Greater
White-fronted Goose, and through a number
of hands the bird eventually made its way to
the Natural History Department of the New
Brunswick Museum (NBM) in Saint John.
There it was processed as a research specimen
and added to the NBM bird collection. The
skeleton, skin, and tissue samples were catalogued as Greater White-fronted Goose based
on the information provided, and the specimen
was assigned museum number NBM-11143
(Figure 2, p. 40).

On 30 Nov 2007, New Brunswick birders
Merv Cormier and Richard Peron reported a

Fig. 1A
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Identification

On 12 November 2010, Jim Wilson had occasion to examine several photographs of the
dead goose made prior to processing at the
NBM. He noted the lack of white on the bird’s
face, the orange bill, purplish eye-rings, pink
legs and feet, and pale-gray forewing (Figure 3, p. 41). Subsequent examination of the
specimen confirmed that it was not a Greater
White-fronted Goose but a Graylag Goose—
most likely the western, nominate subspecies
(Anser anser anser).
This discovery was extremely exciting, not
only because of the specimen, but also the date
of its collection. In late Apr 2005, a Graylag
Goose was photographed on a stationary drilling ship at sea, 167 nautical miles southeast
of Newfoundland (Maybank 2005). Photos
of that bird had been accepted by the Newfoundland Bird Records Committee as being a
Graylag Goose of probable wild origin. Subsequently, in 2007–2008, the American Birding Association Checklist Committee accepted

the record as the first presumed wild Graylag
Goose to arrive within the ABA Checklist Area.
After Wilson realized the identity of the
specimen, he checked Cormier’s photographs
and discovered Cormier’s and Peron’s “Whitefronted Goose” was actually a Graylag Goose
and almost certainly the same bird that was shot
on Grand Manan four days later.
Another wild-appearing Graylag Goose, this
one photographed at Wallingford, Connecticut
on 22 Feb 2009 (Kaplan and Hanisek 2012),
provided a first U.S. record, and yet another
was discovered with Canada Geese at Onslow, Nova Scotia, in Nov 2010 (Belbin 2011).
However, the Grand Manan goose was shot in
late 2007. If it was indeed a wild bird, this date
would mean it was not only the first Canadian
specimen, but also the first Graylag known to
touch down in continental North America.

Provenance

Examination at the NBM indicated the goose
was an adult female with a body weight of 2.2

Fig. 1B

kg (4.8 lbs.). External measurements were total length 740 mm (29.1 in.), wing length 420
mm (16.5 in.), tail length 135 mm (5.3 in.),
tarsus 106.3 mm (4.2 in.), and culmen 51.4
mm (2.0 in.). All were within the lower average range for a wild Graylag.
The feet showed no sign of excessive wear
that might occur with a bird held in captivity
on a hard surface. There was no evidence of
previous wing clipping or leg bands. The bird’s
size, the condition of the feet and legs, and its
late-season appearance were all suggestive of
wild origin.
Over the past decades, stable isotopes of
hydrogen have been widely used to identify
the geographical origin of migratory animals,
birds in particular. The method is useful because the ratio of hydrogen isotopes found in
animal tissue is closely related to that found in
the rainfall where an animal lives. The greatest opportunity for distinguishing origin exists
in regions where strong geographical isotope
gradients are found, principally in the mid-tohigh latitudes.
We were able to obtain hydrogen isotope
measurements from feather and toenail samples of the specimen and link these to known

Figure 1. A) [previous page]: Graylag Goose, believed
to be the subspecies A. a. anser, flying with Canada
Geese. A pale gray forewing is visible (lower right,
circled). B) [near left]: Same bird, with wings up,
showing the light belly and
underwing coverts. Saint’s
Rest Marsh, Saint John, New
Brunswick. 30 Nov 2007.
Photos © Merv Cormier.
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geographical hydrogen isotope patterns of
precipitation for Europe and North America,
based on the Global Network of Isotopes in
Precipitation (GNIP) database from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). After
doing so, we concluded beyond a reasonable
doubt that specimen NBM-11143 arrived in
Canada from Greenland.
Three samples were taken longitudinally
along the rachis from each of three secondaries
selected at random. One toenail was also removed. The 6-mm toenail was cut into 1-mm
sections from the tip to the root. The hydrogen
isotopic composition of each 1-mm sample
of nail and each section of wing feather was
then correlated to hydrogen isotope patterns
in rainfall at various latitudes on both sides of
the Atlantic.
All birds molt their flight feathers at least
once each year, and new feather growth incorporates a hydrogen isotope ratio that correlates
with that found in local rainfall. Isotope signals are incorporated into food webs; and in
the case of herbivorous birds such as Graylag
Geese, signals are fixed in feather tissue follow-

Figure 2. The first Graylag Goose specimen from continental North America: New Brunswick Museum specimen #11143 (NBM 11143). Photo © Donald F. McAlpine.
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ing the ingestion of green plants, which take
up rainwater from their immediate environment. This isotope ratio can be used to identify the geographical region where new feather
growth has occurred.
In contrast to feathers, toenails grow continuously (their growth is indeterminate) and
therefore nails can provide an extended record
of an animal’s movements. Readings nearest
the toenail tip (the oldest portion of the nail)
provide the earliest evidence of movement,
while readings at the base represent the most
recent.
Results of our feather isotope analysis indicate this Graylag Goose molted and produced new feathers in southern Greenland
during the months before its appearance in
New Brunswick. Analysis of toenail sections
indicates a migratory path from Greenland to
northern Canada, and from there south along
the northeastern coast to the Maritimes, and
ultimately to the Bay of Fundy in New Brunswick. Samples of sections closest to the tip of
the nail correlate with isotope values expected
from Greenland and the Canadian north, while
those toward the base of the claw match isotope
values expected at the latitude of the Canadian
Maritimes. McAlpine et al. (2020) present isotopic maps and show how these correlate with
feather and toenail samples from NBM 11143.

In 2018, the New Brunswick Bird Records
Committee voted unanimously to accept
NBM-11143 as a wild Graylag Goose that
made its way naturally to New Brunswick.

Discussion

Graylag Geese are not known to breed in
Greenland but do regularly breed in Iceland
(Carboneras 1992). There, after the nesting
season, they undergo a molt that leaves them
flightless for a few weeks before they undertake a fall migration south to Orkney (Scotland), where most overwinter (Mitchell and
Brides 2017).
However, Boertman and Rosing-Asvid
(2014) and Boertman (2017) report that small
numbers of Graylags have recently been discovered at molting sites in coastal areas of
southeastern Greenland. Boertman (2017)
indicates that Graylag populations in Iceland
have been increasing and may be creating pressure on some Icelandic molting sites. The New
Brunswick record occurred in 2007, suggesting that some Graylags may have used areas
in Greenland as molting sites earlier than reported in the literature, although this is clearly
a recent phenomenon (Boertman 1994).
This record of a wild Graylag, the first
specimen for continental North America, has
advanced our knowledge of the changing pat-
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Fig. 3A

terns of trans-Atlantic waterfowl migration.
What began as a routine hunting expedition
on a small island in Maritime Canada has resulted in a major step forward in our birding
knowledge. The full details of the analysis can
be found in the journal Waterbirds (McAlpine
et al. 2020).
In recent decades, birders have speculated
that the growing numbers of Pink-footed and
Barnacle geese appearing in the ABA Area in
late fall or early winter are wild birds that may
have originated in Greenland or Iceland. Our
stable isotope analysis of NBM 11143 adds
support to these conjectures. Added to this
are a small but increasing number of Graylag
Goose records from Canada and the United
States, which were previously only suspected
or assumed to be birds of a wild origin. Future use of stable isotope analysis may likewise help to resolve the origin of other possible vagrant waterfowl that have turned up
in the eastern mainland of North America;
these include Common Shelduck, Tundra
Bean-Goose, Smew, and a small but increasing
number of Graylag Geese.

Fig. 3B
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A

bout an hour before last light in Florida’s wetlands, birds stream in from all points of the compass toward their roosts: long lines of ibis, little
scatterings of Snowy Egrets, Roseate Spoonbills
against a violet sky. Soon, thousands of birds coalesce from
far-flung foraging grounds and file into tight quarters—
a small hammock or a thick stand of shrubbery—for a
communal waiting-out of night’s dangers. They settle
down noisily, with grunts, groans, and rattles. The natural
rhythm is awe-invoking, as is the subsequent dawn departure. While nights may precipitate an exodus, for those
who survive, morning is a triumph.
There is an element of danger, an undertone that evokes
indomitability, in Florida’s wetlands, and I dig it. We know,
now, that this appearance is not exactly true. If it were,
the Everglades wouldn’t today be half-drained. Still, when
probing around the history of the place (for this, I recommend Shadow Country, Peter Matthiessen’s 2008 work
about the sinister exploits of the region’s early settlers),
you’ll find the early taming attempts to be quite gritty.
Even now, if you open an atlas, you’ll find that endearing
geographical descriptions of Florida’s wetland remnants
persist: Hell’s Half Acre, Tate’s Hell, Hell’s Bay.
It would not surprise me if these parts of Florida are still
today more cursed than exalted by most people. The landscape is beautiful, a topography of clouds, dark channels,
and sawgrass shimmying in the afternoon winds. But it is
unforgiving, too, a place that thoroughly tests ingenuity.
Those who can adapt are those who will thrive. There is a
bird, one christened for the place—the “Everglades Kite”—
that embodies the character of its environment. The kite
has held membership on the endangered species list since
the list has existed. It is an iconic inhabitant of Florida wetlands, an ambassador, even, for its habitat’s fragility. After
faltering for decades, the “Everglades Kite” lately has been
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“Everglades” Snail Kites have forged an unexpected
relationship with non-native, invasive apple snail
species, creating an unexpected twist to Florida
food webs. Photo © Diana Robinson.
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Florida apple snails (Pomacea paludosa), smaller and less
fecund than non-native apple snails, are an important and
declining part of Florida’s wetland food webs. Note how
many more eggs the non-native channeled apple snail
(Pomacea canaliculata) lays. Florida apple snail (left) courtesy
of the Saint Johns River Water Management District.
Channeled apple snail (right) © Richard Crook.

doing better: increasing, surviving at higher
rates, and recolonizing wetlands where it
has long been absent. As the kite expands
in number and geography, it pushes at our
paradigms, too—the endangered kite’s recent success has been assisted by an invasion
of ecosystem-damaging, non-native snails.
“Everglades Kite” is an old name for the
raptor most birders know as the Snail Kite
(Rostrhamus sociabilis). While the species is
widely distributed throughout the tropical
freshwater wetlands of the New World, in the
U.S., it was only found in the marshes of central and southern Florida. These birds, along
with those in Cuba, make up the plumbeus
subspecies. The Snail Kite ranks as one of
the planet’s most specialized species within
Accipitriformes, for it subsists almost exclusively on escargot of the apple snail (Pomacea
sp.) variety. Snail Kites are long and slender,
their slightly off-center beaks included. The
maxilla is thin and conspicuously hooked,
enabling the birds to extricate fleshy snail
bodies from whorled shells. Snails are not
exactly famed for profuse movement; and,
in fact, one study measured apple snails’ ap-

proximate travels at 14.8 meters (about 48.5
feet) a week (Valentine-Darby et al. 2011).
So Snail Kites spend many of their waking
hours wheeling around in the heat shimmer—peering down, always—in search of
their sedentary prey.
Watching Snail Kites forage is one of Florida’s top-shelf nature exhibitions. It is easy to
become absorbed in the birds’ low, graceful
passage over glassy blackwater—to imagine
them perceiving things beneath the surface
that our eyes cannot. Not infrequently, a kite
dips to the surface to daintily snatch a snail
with its orange, long-toed foot. With a white
flash of rump and tail tip, it will then make
for a perch; in transit, its prey moves more
quickly than it ever has—or will again. With
a few deft motions, the snail is decanted and
consumed, a process that takes around three
minutes; researchers have also documented
that Snail Kites capture as many as four snails
per hour (Sykes 1987). Underneath favored
perches, the emptied carapaces pile up.
For a bird with such particular food and
habitat requirements, Snail Kites are surprisingly mobile and opportunistic. The species
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nomadically follows water levels, a contingency factor for successful foraging and
nesting. When it is too wet, nests flood, and
snails disappear into the depths. But when
it is too dry, nests are subject to depredation
while food becomes less plentiful. Though
nonmigratory, Snail Kites are prone to wander and then colonize novel regions when
conditions are suitable. For example, they
originally did not nest in Panama, but when
non-native apple snails became established
(in part to control the invasive aquatic plant
Hydrilla), Snail Kites followed. Throughout their range, generally, kite populations
are stable, and their trends are no cause for
alarm. The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) classifies Snail Kite
as a species of least concern.
Conversely, for nearly a century, Florida’s
Snail Kites have steadily declined at sometimes concerning rates. Edward Harris, a
friend and financier of John James Audubon,
collected the first Snail Kite from Florida in
April 1844. In saturnine parallel to future
fates of this kite population and its habitat, that specimen was taken at the head of
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Snail Kite sightings are shown here from
(left) 2001–2010 and (right) 2011–2020.
Map images provided by eBird (www.edbird.org)
and created on 1 Jan 2021.

the Miami River—downtown Miami today.
Then, Snail Kites were described as locally
abundant in Florida. But by the 1930s, both
the Everglades and its eponymous kite were
vanishing at the hand of rampant agricultural and urban development.
Florida’s wetlands ooze flagrant defiance.
For example, the Seminole Wars (1816–
1858) was a three-installation endeavor that
cost the U.S. $30 million, 3,000 soldiers,

and, more significantly, an untold and unjustifiable measure of indigenous culture
and life. An army surgeon described the
Everglades as “a most hideous region to
live in, a perfect paradise for Indians, alligators, serpents, frogs, and every other kind of
loathsome reptile” (Grunwald 2007). As late
as 1897, the interior was still largely unexplored by people of European descent. But
despite the landscape’s obstinacy, it did fall,
eventually, to industrialization’s mechanisms.
Sixteen hundred miles of canals, levees, and
pumping stations wrought systemic devastation. A dike system that scuppered Lake
Okeechobee’s propensity to fatally swamp its
shore communities dealt a mortal wound to

the native habitat.
“Lake O.” is the U.S.’s eighth-largest freshwater lake and the womb of the Everglades.
In the rainy season, when the lake floods, it
births a river 60 miles wide and 100 miles
long. But the Everglades plumbing project—the most extensive water control in the
U.S.—adulterated this natural cycle. Polluted runoff originating near Lake O. ordinarily
would have meandered down to Florida Bay,
but the dikes shunted it eastward directly
to the Atlantic Ocean. Correspondingly, the
Everglades’ southern reaches desiccated, and
over 1,100 square miles of wetlands became
the Everglades Agricultural Area. The region’s
rich muck soil was finally tillable, and it
proved to be predictable for human purposes. Big Sugar and a sour taste settled in, and
the south Florida metro area
grew four times as fast as the
rest of the nation. The natural Everglades landscape was
reduced to such a degree that
even its occupants renowned for
adaptability, like Snail Kites, failed
to find sufficient resources. These birds may
have a proclivity to locate and colonize new

A male Snail Kite cruises over Stormwater Treatment
Area 5 in Hendry County, Florida on 13 Jan 2018. STA
5 is a constructed wetland designed to aid Everglades
restoration. Photo © Russ.
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Limpkins also depend on apple snails as their
primary food source. Photo © Roy Cohutta.

habitat, but that makes little difference when
the habitat runs out.
The Endangered Species Preservation Act
was passed in 1966, and by then the “Everglades Kite” was a shoo-in candidate. The
species’s distribution, nesting success, and
numbers in Florida have since received thorough monitoring. But the trends divulged
have not been hopeful enough to merit delisting. Some years, fewer than 10 successful
nests have been located; in 2011, when the
Florida population numbered around 700,
Audubon Florida cautioned that in just two
or three decades, the “Everglades Kite” might
be functionally extinct (Audubon of Florida
2011). The National Research Council gave
the kites a failing grade—the only failing
grade—in a study of overall Everglades
health. The bird was described as demonstrating “near irreversible degradation” from
pervasive habitat loss and nonviable water
levels, and its range has become severely
constricted (National Research Council of
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the National Academies 2012). And yet the
“Everglades Kite” was presented to the public as an ecosystem ambassador because of
its endangered status and raptorial charisma.
There is a distinctly tragic element in raising
a species to an icon when it and its ecosystem alike travel a bleak trajectory.
Drainage and “development” have dealt
a bad hand to Florida’s wetlands and their
inhabitants, but these pressures are not the
only problems. Because the state’s climate
and geography present an easy landing pad
for invasive species, more than 1,700 nonnative flora and fauna have become established. The annual bill for keeping these in
check amounts to $100 million. It is easy
to imagine Florida’s landscapes as impenetrable. In truth, they are riddled with incur-

Florida’s wetland ecosystems, vital to a large host of
natural life, have been degraded substantially by human
development and agriculture. Photo © Alison Világ.
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Pink egg masses are a telltale sign of non-native apple snails. Island apple snails survive in degraded wetlands
more successfully than native Florida apple snails, so the morphological adaptation of endangered “Everglades
Kites” to benefit from this invasive species is a complex conservation topic. Photos © Alison Világ.

Dawn at Payne’s Prairie near Gainsville, Florida. This is one of the many freshwater
wetlands that “Everglades” Snail Kites have recently recolonized. Photo © Alison Világ.
sions. Visit any habitat in the state, and you
will find it difficult to catalogue, confidently,
what belongs and what doesn’t—and to even
begin to comprehend the accumulated biomass of invasive species. As much as a quarter of the state’s taxa are not native; these
range from iguanas, to macaws, to Burmese
pythons, to Melaleuca trees.
Pomacea maculata, the island apple snail,
is one of these non-native organisms. The
species, a popular fish tank ornament, likely
entered Florida’s wetlands in the late 1980s,
and by the early 2000s, it was established.
The snail is less overt than an iguana or a
macaw. But once you’ve learned to identify
the species’s telltale egg masses (imagine a
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very large, calcified spittlebug deposit just
above waterline that is bubblegum-pink),
you will find that P. maculata is not exactly
covert, either. In many Florida wetlands, it
is not difficult to spy dozens of these egg
masses in any field of view. There is a native
apple snail in Florida, the U.S.’s only naturally occurring Pomacea, Florida apple snail (P.
paludosa). It provides food for many, including Limpkins, American alligators, and Snail
Kites. The Florida apple snail is an important
component of the freshwater wetlands where
it occurs, and, recently, it has been decreasing. For those predators that eat only apple
snails—like Snail Kites—this decline does
not bode well.

While Florida apple snails falter, island
apple snails have proliferated; in some watersheds, they have been recorded at up to
100 times the density of the native species.
In many ways, P. maculata is better-equipped
for the current state of Florida’s wetlands,
as it can survive droughts and eutrophication. During instances when Florida apple
snails have crashed due to such environmental pressures, P. maculata has persisted.
The non-native species is quite fecund, too:
its egg clutches contain on average 1,500–
2,100 eggs, and a single female might lay
nearly 55,000 in a lifetime. In contrast,
Florida apple snails average only 30 eggs per
clutch. The intensity of interspecies compe-
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Snail Kites eat apple snails exclusively, so to watch them daintily
hunt is a classic Florida birding experience. Photos © Alison Világ.

tition between the two is uncertain, and the
studied interactions limited. While perhaps
amusing to imagine one sort of snail eating
more quickly than another, the island apple
snail is a faster consumer than the Florida
apple snail; it seems the larger P. maculata
can out-eat, out-breed, and out-grow the native species.
It is easy to despise the interactions between species invasive and those not, and
for valid reason: in the U.S., approximately
50% of imperiled native species are compromised because of the impacts of invasives.
But the “Everglades Kite”—after decades of
decline—is doing better, seemingly because
of its relationship with the invasive P. macu-

lata. The kite has followed the snail, finding
sustenance in its pervasive abundance. The
birds have colonized more Florida wetlands,
even those in which the native apple snail
is absent. In direct response, the kite’s nesting success has improved, and its overall
survival has increased by 50% (Cattau et al.
2016). In some parts of Florida, P. maculata
constitutes nearly 100% of Snail Kite diets
(Wilcox and Fletcher 2016). The bottom
line: The “Everglades Kite”—an endangered
native—has developed an affinity for Pomacea maculata—a non-native invasive.
This adaptation was not seamless. Island
apple snails can reach sizes up to five times
larger than those of Florida apple snails
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(Darby et al. 2007). Initially, kites struggled
to handle the larger snails as effectively as
their native food source, and juveniles—
clumsier than adults—had a particularly
rough go of holding onto their prey. Island
apple snails were reported to be dropped
eight-to-ten times more frequently than
the smaller Florida apple snail (Cattau et
al. 2010). It takes juvenile kites more time
to eat the larger snail, and the extraction is
more difficult. Though the invasive snails
are abundant, they seem a worse energetic
option for young kites, which is significant
in a species for which first-year survival is a
prominent limiting factor.
But then, the “Everglades Kites” did some-
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thing unprecedented. In just eight years,
chicks began to grow bigger and survive better; their beaks became proportionally longer
(Cattau et al. 2018). Now, better equipped to
handle the larger non-native snails, the survival rate of first-year birds increased from 9%
to 62% (Cattau et al. 2018). Snail Kites as a
species are renowned for molding their movements to regional scarcity and abundance, but
I doubt anyone would have expected them to
change morphologically within such a short
period of time. University of Florida researchers examining the relationship wrote in a
2018 Nature journal article, “The potential
for an invasive prey to elicit such a rapid response from a long-lived natural predator is
remarkable” (Cattau et al. 2018). This same
article revealed that kite beak size and mass
had increased each year since the invasive
snails were established.
It is tempting to turn this story into a feelgood piece of conservation success: “Iconic
Endangered Species Finds Unlikely Savior
in Non-native Intruder.” But much like I dig
Florida wetlands for their indomitability and
“Everglades Kites” for their adaptability, I dig
these murky stories for their complexity, for
how they challenge perceptions. The “Everglades Kite” may be a longstanding member
of the endangered species list, but Pomacea
maculata happens to be on a list, too, as one
of the world’s 100 worst invasive species
(Wilcox and Fletcher 2016). For instance,
invasive Pomacea have wrecked natural and
agricultural wetlands in Southeast Asia. In
1986 alone, they cost Taiwan $30 million in
lost rice revenue (Morrison and Hay 2011),
and their presence in wetlands has correlated
to reduced species richness and abundance.
The snails consume, in substantial amounts,
seven of 13 plant species pivotal to wetland
restoration in substantial amounts (Burlakova et al. 2009). Might the voracious appetite of Pomacea maculata degrade Florida
wetlands to the extent that, in the long run,
they are rendered unsuitable for Snail Kites?
We must remember that, though Florida
apple snails are not as “flashy” to the general
public, they are just as native as “Everglades
Kites.” P. maculata’s ability to outcompete
Florida apple snails could add pressure to a
native species already in decline.
The first “Everglades Kites” I saw were in
an obscure part of central Florida. My partner
Tripp and I had camped out next to a spillway, a destination chosen based on some allegations from a bright-orange eBird pin. It was
well after sunset when we arrived, and we
knew nothing about our surroundings, save
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that they were supposed to have Snail Kites.
We also did not know that the long, gravel,
washboarded road had been disassembling
our Delica van. For the drive’s duration, our
headlights dimmed and shone, and the radio
faded in and out randomly. We were rather
unsettled by the time we reached the dead
end—of both the road and the van battery.
I was grateful when morning came, bringing
light and life—and the kites, too. Ever since,
I’ve entertained a mild infatuation.
In early 2020, Tripp and I were back in
Florida, and we plotted a course that accommodated a wide array of kite-supporting watersheds. At Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee
National Wildlife Refuge, we watched the
kites leave roost among a flurry of wading
birds. Near Gainesville, we paddled our canoes—against our better judgment—past
alligators to experience kite habitat from
a more aquatic perspective. At a preserve
toward the northern extent of today’s Everglades (a beautiful expanse of sawgrass
that is also a key water source for West
Palm Beach), we spent an afternoon enjoying a pair of kites tracing over the wetland.
Nailed to a nearby post was a wanted poster
for Pomacea maculata that read, “Crimes
committed: stealing habitat from the native
Florida apple snail.” At least some of the
several snails we watched the kites eat that
afternoon were certainly maculata, for their
pink egg masses were plentiful.
That same afternoon, I scrabbled around
in my tangled thoughts for a reconciliation
about Pomacea and “Everglades Kites,” invasive species and Florida wetlands, and what
belongs and what doesn’t. I understand the
scientific process. I respect the gravity of
ecosystem disruption. I can easily see the
logical progression that says, “If invasive
apple snails can ruin wetlands, they can ruin
the wetlands that Snail Kites have followed
them to: the wetlands that ‘Everglades Kites’
depend on.” This, of course, nullifies the
whole morphological adaptation clause of
the story. But what if human activities have
already degraded these wetlands so much
that Florida apple snails—which have narrow parameters for drought and pollution
tolerance—can no longer use them? What
if knowing these things cannot smother the
elation of watching Snail Kites going about
their days in wetlands where for decades
they’ve been absent?
There are parts of this story that I am
confident are true. Kites or no, Pomacea
maculata would still be taking over Florida’s
wetlands. Snail Kite numbers in Florida

When an “Everglades” Snail Kite nest was found in
2016 in Paynes Prairie, where this photo was taken, it
was the first that far north in more than 20 years. Snail
Kites continue to thrive there. Photo © Alison Világ.

have seemingly stabilized, at least for now,
because the species has been able to modify
in range and body so that it benefits from a
novel food source. There are aspects of this
story that still need working out. Is it wrong
that an invasive species is planting itself in
an ecosystem where it should not be? Or is
it worse that human activities have degraded the wetland to such an extent that it is
now suitable for the invasive species but not
the native? In a Florida ecosystem, how do
we decide what belongs and what doesn’t?
The answers to me are not black and white.
They’re more gray—slate gray, like a male
“Everglades Kite.”
Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park in March
2020 was the last place I saw a male “Everglades Kite.” There, Tripp and I spent three
days’ worth of sunrises and sunsets, of the
comings and goings of rookery birds. Paynes
Prairie is not the Everglades, but the “Everglades Kite” is there, shifting north to the
watersheds where non-native snails have become abundant. In 2016, when a kite nest
was found there, it was the first that far north
for more than 20 years (Killer 2019) . Limpkins, which also benefit from Pomacea maculata, shriek from roadside shrubs at Paynes,
and gallinules wail up and down the lilypad
corridors; feral Florida Cracker horses and bison graze the periphery. Best of all, Snail Kites
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glide into roost by the dozen. Our last night
there, we lingered well into the gloaming;
when the kites had finished changing guard
with the night-herons, we’d tallied 156 kites.
I fell asleep that night appreciating the elements of the kites’ survival, for many of these
attributes resonate deeply with my own.
Within the story of the “Everglades Kite,” we
can find struggle and perseverance. In 2011,
Audubon Florida cautioned that this longdeclining population might be functionally extinct in just 20–30 years (Audubon of
Florida 2011). I also note opportunism and
adaptability: apparent survival of the kites
increased 50% in wetlands invaded by the
non-native apple snails, and the kites even
changed morphologically in response to
this development (Cattau et al. 2018). But
there is lingering uncertainty that cannot be
discounted. We do not know the long-term
effects and consequences of this new relationship web among predator and prey and
ecosystem. What we do know is that this is
no purist’s conservation story.
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uff-collared Nightjar (Antrostomus ridgwayi) is found from southeast Arizona
and southwest New Mexico southward
across much of western and southwestern
Mexico and in dry interior valleys of Oaxaca,
Chiapas, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,
and northwestern Nicaragua. While its range
spans much of Middle America, it is easily
one of the least studied bird species in North
America, due, in part, to its nocturnal habits,
and also because it often occupies remote,
arid landscapes where few birders spend
much time, especially after dark. The small
handful of publications available on the species, including its online “Birds of the World”
account, reveals little about its life history,
such as its breeding biology. In particular,
information on its breeding and nesting habits are seemingly limited to just two primary
sources from Mexican nests studied about half
a century ago: The earliest publication (Rowley 1962) documented the first known nest
of the species with eggs in 1960 and the first
known nest with young the following year in
the same area of Morelos; a later publication
(Short 1974) described four nests of two eggs
each in Sonora. Together, they described a total of five nests with eggs and one additional
nest with one-week-old chicks. (See Table 1.)
Buff-collared Nightjar was first noted in the
United States along the Arizona–New Mexico

border in Guadalupe Canyon in 1958 (Mlodinow and O’Brien 1996). Since then, the species
has waxed and waned along the U.S.–Mexico
border. On 20 June 1982, an individual was
observed performing a wing-dragging display
in California Gulch in the Atascosa Highlands
of Arizona’s Santa Cruz County (Bowers and
Dunning 2020), but this remains the only
other recorded behavior that may suggest
breeding of the species in the United States,
aside from documentation of singing males.
California Gulch has remained a reliable location, depending on the year, to hear the male’s
préstame-tu-cuchillo song. Seeing this nightjar,
on the other hand, is much harder.
But we were determined to try. And it was
here on 9 Aug. 2018 that we found ourselves
enjoying an overly spiced bowl of homemade
oryx pozole when a male Buff-collared Nightjar appeared in our campsite, near the confluence of Warsaw Canyon with California Gulch.
The bird was first detected by voice: a single,
short, rolled, cruk or prrick call. A quick pass
with a spotlight found the bird illuminated directly underneath Raymond’s hammock, atop
a sun-baked cow patty, which it had selected
as a perch for hunting. We watched as it sallied
out into the open in pursuit of moths and other flying insects, from cow pie to cow pie, over
a period of about five minutes. It produced the
aforementioned call every time it lifted off. The

Table 1. Known nesting observations of Buff-collared Nightjar. We speculate that the timing of egg-laying may be related to the onset
of the annual North American Monsoon, which while variable from year to year, does on average occur later in summer further north.

Date

Location

Breeding evidence

Reference

23 May 1960

East of Cuernavaca, Morelos

1 nest with 2 eggs

Rowley 1962

29 May 1961

Cañón de Lobos, Morelos

2 downy young ~1 week old

Rowley 1962

20 May–16 June 1971

Near Álamos, Sonora

4 nests with 2 eggs each

Short 1974

20 June 1982

California Gulch, Arizona

broken wing display

Mlodinow and O’Brien 1996

9–10 Aug. 2018

California Gulch, Arizona

nest with 2 older nestlings

New information presented here
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bird eventually flew off to the southeast, out of
sight and earshot. Because we didn’t capture a
high-quality sound recording or photograph,
we gathered our gear and headed off in that
direction, hoping for another chance at documentation. We followed a small side-drainage
leading off the main watershed to the southeast and shortly thereafter discovered the bird’s
golden-green eyeshine again.
Raymond’s past experience was that nightjar eyes usually reflect an amber glow when
spotlighted, so the golden-green eyeshine first
suggested to him that we’d discovered some
sort of nocturnal mammal; but upon approach
it became clear that it was, in fact, a bird, and
it was sitting perfectly still despite our advances. It was at this time that we suspected
we’d discovered a Caprimulgid on a nest, but
it was yet unclear which species, as Common
Poorwill and Lesser Nighthawk both breed in
the area. We continued our approach slowly
and quietly, using the flashlight as a “blinder”
to keep the bird in place until we were close
enough to see the details of its plumage. At
about 20 meters we were able to discern its
sandy-grey, cryptically patterned plumage;
a narrow, golden-buff rear collar; and cinnamon-buff corners to the outer rectrices. The
bird was a female Buff-collared Nightjar. We
also noted a greyish nestling quickly scurrying toward its mother, from about a foot away,
finding shelter in her breast feathers. We were
unable to make any detailed notes on the nestling before it disappeared, but it confirmed our
suspicions that the bird nested nearby. Raymond crawled on all fours toward the mother
in order to get documentation of her and her
nestling. At close range it was possible to see
the flight feathers of more than one nestling
sticking out from the mother’s breast feathers.
After obtaining photos, we studied her from a
safe distance for another 30 seconds or so before returning her to the darkness. We made
plans to return in the daylight to confirm the
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number of nestlings, document the habitat,
and to obtain better views and photographs in
a less stressful (for her) manner.
A heavy morning monsoon didn’t allow for
departure until 0830, but we quickly gathered
our gear and made our way back to the nest
site. Upon arrival, the female sat motionless in
the same spot, though her feathers were wet
from the morning storm. Given her dampened
state, we made the decision not to approach
the nesting area and instead observed the nest
through a spotting scope for 20 minutes or so.
We also showed her to a small group of birders from the Southeast Arizona Birding Festival, before breaking down camp and doing a
bit of birding nearby.
We returned a few hours later, once the sun
had returned the landscape to its characteristic
dried state, and found the mother sitting with
two chicks huddled together at her side in a
sliver of sunshine. The nestlings appeared old
enough that their downy plumage had been replaced by fully emerged, juvenile feathers. The
rictal bristles, however, were still locked away
in their hard protective covers. Suspecting that
nestlings of the species had never been photographed, we approached to get a better angle
on the nestlings. The female gave a half-hearted

broken-wing display and moved upslope from
the nest site before making multiple, close,
in-flight passes, presumably to redirect our attention from the nestlings to her. We quickly
obtained a couple photos of the nestlings and
one of her on a large exposed rock before hastily
retreating to leave the family in peace.
The nest was positioned about 8 feet (2.4 m)
up a sparsely wooded hillside from the bottom
of a rocky side-drainage of the Warsaw Canyon/
California Gulch watershed. The nest site itself
sat in the shade of a small oak tree, in a cluster of dry oak leaves that was raised up off the
ground 2–3 inches (5–8 cm), and was within
two feet (61 cm) of a small patch of clump
grass and small forbs. No more than three feet
away, to the southeast, was a pile of large boulders about 3 feet (1 m) tall. The surrounding
landscape was mostly arid and rocky, consisting
of sparse woodland comprising scattered, tall
mesquites, oaks, and a few junipers.
We believe that this documentation confirms the first nest in the United States for
Buff-collared Nightjar, the only known
photos of nestlings, the second known en-

counter with nestlings, and the seventh nest
documented for this species.
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TOP: Adult female Buff-collared Nightjar brooding
her chicks on the night of the nest discovery. Note the
nestling flight feathers protruding from her breast
feathers. CENTER: Mother and chicks dry their feathers
in the sunshine after a late night thunderstorm.
BOTTOM: Nesting habitat. The (well-camouflaged)
female at her nest is circled.
Photos © Raymond L. VanBuskirk.
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Every summer, birders anxiously await publication of the
“Check-list Supplement” by the American Ornithological
Society’s Committee on Classification and Nomenclature
of North and Middle American Birds (a.k.a. the NACC).
The supplement details revisions to the NACC’s Checklist. Below is a rundown of the more significant revisions.
You can read all the proposals on which the NACC voted
this year at checklist.aou.org.
Nowadays, it can be assumed that any change in taxonomy is due (at least partly) to analysis of new genetic
data, so that is not always mentioned here. As a general
policy, the NACC accepts as additions to its North American Check-list any species the ABA’s Checklist Committee adds to its list. Those changes are not listed here. In
instances where new species appear on the Check-list
because of a split, the sequence in which they are listed
here is the sequence in which they appear on the Checklist. Species marked with a single asterisk (*) here are
those that do not appear on the ABA Checklist. Those
that do not appear on AOS’s North American Check-list
are marked with double asterisks (**). Extinct species
are marked with daggers (†).
This year, the topics most likely to generate discussion
within the ABA Area are the split of Mallard and the lump
of Northwestern and American crows, an extralimital
split that changed the scientific name of Dusky Thrush,
and genus-level changes affecting some hummingbirds.
Further south, in Middle America, Black-faced Antthrush and Paltry Tyrannulet were split; the species
formerly known as Puerto Rican Screech-Owl got new
English and scientific names; Checker-throated Antwren
got a new English name; and some large antbirds, Buffthroated Foliage-gleaner, White-crowned Manakin, and
many more hummingbirds were moved to “new” genera.
Finally, in an unprecedented action, the committee
announced a further change to the checklist a full month
after publication of the supplement, when it reversed a
previous decision and changed the common name of
McCown’s Longspur in light of the ongoing racial justice
movement.
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Say hello to Thick-billed Longspur!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
McCown’s Longspur ➛
Thick-billed Longspur
In an unprecedented action , the NACC reversed a previous decision in which it declined to change the English name of Rhynchophanes mccownii. The bird was named for
amateur ornithologist John P. McCown, who
shot the first one known to Western science
in the 1850s. Subsequently, he held the rank
of major general in the Confederate Army.
On 30 Jun 2020, AOS released a statement saying that the NACC intended to
revisit the issue “in response to current
events.” A new proposal was co-written by
Robert Driver, who is associated with the
#BirdNamesForBirds initiative, and Terry
Chesser, who is the current chair of the
NACC. The proposal states:
Confederate symbols across the U.S. are
currently being removed because of associations with white supremacy or a racist
past that has rightfully been rejected. The
continued use of Confederate symbols and
honorifics ignores the propagation of racism and white supremacy that followed the
Civil War and persists to the present day.
Black, Indigenous, and other people of color

continue to experience profound prejudice,
discrimination, and violence… Notwithstanding McCown’s accomplishments as an
ornithologist and his eventual misgivings
about the Confederacy, he is perceived as
a symbol of slavery and racism by many
in today’s ornithological and birding communities. This broader association of McCown with the Confederacy and what it
represents has damaging ramifications for
promoting diversity and inclusion within
ornithology… Ornithology is not exempt
from racism. Racial minorities are underrepresented as birders, naturalists, and ornithologists, as was recently highlighted by
the Twitter movements #BlackBirdersWeek
and #BlackAFInStem. This underrepresentation is complex and multifaceted, but it
is exacerbated by the presence of microaggressions, such as an English name honoring a high-ranking Confederate officer.
There is obviously much work to be done,
but removing an especially problematic ep-

McCown’s Longspur is now known as Thick-billed Longspur. The new name reflects a feature that is present in
all sexes and post-fledging plumages. Photos © Aaron
Maizlish (left) and Hammerchewer/Flickr (right).
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The dark tail, finely streaked face, lack of black
spot at the gape, and relatively thin white borders
to the speculum help identify this male bird as
a Mexican Duck. El Paso Co., Texas. 18 Nov 2020.
Photo © Michael L. P. Retter.

onym represents a step toward dismantling
barriers for a more inclusive ornithological
community...
Shortgrass Longspur and Bay-winged Longspur were also considered as alternative English names, but on 7 Aug 2020 an announcement was made that the committee voted to
accept the proposal and rename the species as Thick-billed Longspur. One would
think the racial considerations outlined in
the proposal apply equally to both English
and French names; curiously, however, the
committee did not change the French name
of the bird, which remains Plectrophane de
McCown. It should be noted that according
to the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, the NACC cannot change the
species’s scientific name, which therefore remains Rhynchophanes mccownii.

ABA Area. (See the white-eye account later
in this article for another. The remaining two
involve hwameis and swamphens.)
Like American Black and Mottled ducks,
Mexican Ducks are “brown mallards” that
lack a distinctive adult male plumage. Adult
males resemble slightly darker versions of
females, with brighter yellow bills. Mexican
Ducks most closely resemble “Texas” Mottled
Ducks (Anas fulvigula maculosa) but differ
in having white borders to the speculum,
slightly paler body plumage, a less prominent or absent black gape spot, and grayer
(vs. peachy) cheeks with fine streaking.
Mexican Duck was lumped with Mallard
for the last 37 years because the two inter-

breed in the southwestern United States.
Indeed, hybrids with Mallard are common
at many locations, such as in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Compared to female Mallards,
Mexican Ducks have darker (not white) tails,
darker undertail coverts, darker bodies,
duller bills, and they have narrower white
borders to the speculum. They also tend to
have greener speculums. Mallard ancestry is
readily detectable in males by the presence of
green on the head, rust on the breast, and/or
curled central tail feathers. (Confusingly, an
illustration of a “good” male Mexican Duck
long appeared in the National Geographic
guide with the label “intergrade.” Thankfully,
this is no longer the case. Also confusingly,
the Sibley Guide states that “virtually no pure
Mexican [Ducks] occur in North America”—
yet the species is a North American endemic!)
Mexican Ducks are mostly resident in
interior Mexico north to the southwestern
United States. They are regularly found as far
north as Albuquerque, New Mexico, as far
west as Phoenix, Arizona and Puerto Peñasco, Sonora, and as far east as McAllen, Texas.
Post-breeding dispersal is made apparent by
sporadic records from as far north as Utah,
Wyoming, and Nebraska, as far west as
coastal southern California, and as far east as
South Padre Island, Texas. The species’s status further north and east in Texas, the Great

Say hello to Mexican Duck!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Two-way split of Mallard)
Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos)
Mexican Duck (Anas diazi)
Some of you may remember Mexican Duck
as a species from pre-1983 bird books, such
as the original Golden Guide. Well, it’s back!
After rejecting this split just two years ago,
the committee reevaluated the situation in
light of new genetic evidence and accepted
the treatment of Mexican Duck as a full species. This follows the decision of Clements/
eBird in 2018 to do the same, and it eliminated one of the four instances in which the
AOS and eBird lists disagreed within the

What are these birds flying over the Rio Grande? The male at top left might be pure Mottled Duck or a (Mottled
x Mexican) hybrid. The reduced upper speculum border makes the female at top right a pretty clear (Mottled
x Mexican) or (Mottled x Mallard x Mexican). Among many other things, the green on the head of the male at
bottom right makes Mallard one of its parents; the bold speculum edges make Mottled Duck seem an unlikely
parent, at least not in the recent past, so it’s probably (Mallard x Mexican) or (Mallard x Mexican x Mottled).
Finally, the female at bottom left could be (Mexican x Mallard) or (Mexican x Mallard x Mottled). Whatever
the individual identifications, there is collectively clear evidence of all three species among these four birds.
Salineño, Starr Co., Texas. 14 Nov 2017. Photo © Alex Lamoreaux.
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What many of us have long known has come
to pass. In the words of the Supplement authors, Northwestern Crow is neither a species nor even a subspecies, but rather a “geographic trend” within American Crow. Now
we can all stop fighting with one another
over how far north you have to be along the
Pacific coast of North American to be able
to count a “Northwestern Crow.” So long—I
will not miss thee!

Africa and the Arabian Peninsula than it is
to the Japanese population (Warbling Whiteeye). So the paraphyletic Japanese White-eye
had to be split.
White-eyes in southern California are
multiplying so quickly that they are now
among the most common urban birds in
coastal Orange County, where they were
first noted around 2006 (Kimball Garrett,
pers. comm.). In addition, they have been
found as far away from this stronghold as
Malibu, Santa Catalina Island, Pomona, and
the Tijuana River mouth. To which species
do these birds belong? So far, all signs point
to Swinhoe’s White-eye, but identification
among white-eyes is very tricky. Once genetic confirmation of this hypothesis is attained,
and if the population continues to thrive and
spread, Swinhoe’s White-eye seems destined
to appear on the ABA and AOU checklists
within the next decade or so. Until then,
birders in southern California (and northern
Baja California!) should keep eBirding them
to help document their spread.
Warbling White-eye has a well-established population in Hawaii and is common
on all the main islands. This species tends
to have a warm-brownish wash to the flanks
and little yellow in the lores. Swinhoe’s
White-eye averages having a larger yellow
loral patch and cleaner, whitish flanks that
contrast more readily with the yellow vent
and bib. There may also be vocal differences. Given current knowledge, range seems
the best identification tool for white-eyes
found in the United States.

Split of Japanese White-eye

Split of Dusky Thrush

Northwestern Crow is no
more. Crows found along the
Pacific coast of northwestern
North America are now
treated as belonging to a
population of American Crow.
Photo © Nicole Beaulac.

Plains, and Tamaulipas is greatly complicated by the presence of the extremely similarlooking “Texas” Mottled Duck, with which
it hybridizes (but with Mexican Duck’s
newfound status as a full species, birders in
these areas may be more likely to scrutinize
“brown mallards” and elucidate the situation
there). As many birders who have searched
for wild Muscovy Ducks on the Rio Grande
in south Texas know, Mexican × Mottled hy-

Swinhoe’s White-eye is now locally common in
coastal southern California. Orange Co., California.
4 Nov 2016. Photo © Jeff Bray.

Warbling White-eye is found on all the major
islands in Hawaii. Maui, Hawaii. 10 Dec 2019.
Photo © Mason Maron.
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brids are routinely seen
there. As if things weren’t
already confusing, the occasional presence of feral
Mallards in the same area
makes the possibility of three-species hybrids (!) not unlikely, and I have personally
seen birds there whose identities are best explained by this hypothesis.
For more information on Mexican Ducks,
check out the Feb 2020 issue of Birding.

Say goodbye to Northwestern Crow!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Lump of Northwestern
and American crows)

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Warbling White-eye
(Zosterops japonicus)
Swinhoe’s White-eye**
(Zosterops simplex)
If you’ve birded Hawaii, you know Japanese
White-eye as the little green non-native warbler-like bird that’s common all over the lower elevations. And if you have birded coastal
southern California in the last decade, you
have probably also run into this introduced
species. Or so you may
have thought…
Recent genetic data suggest that Japanese Whiteeye is more than one species. One Chinese population (Swinhoe’s White-eye)
is more closely related to,
among others, Abyssinian
White-eye of northeastern

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Naumann’s Thrush** (Turdus naumanni)
Dusky Thrush (Turdus eunomus)
In North America, this split effectively results in a change of scientific name for Dusky
Thrush. Naumann’s Thrush breeds in inteThis thrush photographed 5 Jun 2015 on St.
Lawrence Island, Alaska shows many characteristics
of Naumann’s Thrush. Photos © Rich Hoyer.
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complicates what would otherwise be a fairly
straightforward identification of a bird photographed at Gambell, St. Lawrence Island,
Alaska, on 5 Jun 2015. Intermediate-looking
birds have been seen on Adak and Attu islands (Gibson and Byrd 2007).
The 2015 Gambell bird looks very much
like Naumann’s Thrush (Turdus naumanni,
sensu stricto), but the record has not yet been
ruled on by the Alaska records committee,
and the ABA Checklist Committee usually
waits for state and provincial committees
before it considers a record; so for now the
species appears on neither the ABA nor AOS
checklists.

Naumann’s Thrush. 6 Jan 2017. South Korea.
Photo © Jongsun Lee.

rior Siberia west of the Lena–Aldan River.
Dusky Thrush’s breeding range overlaps that
of Naumann’s but is much more extensive,
especially to the north, west, and east—almost to the easternmost tip of the Russian
Far East. Hybridization between the two,
which led to their previously lumped status,

Most of the other changes that affect
the ABA Area are changes to scientific names and the sequence of species
on the checklist.

Split of Royal Tern

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Royal Tern (Thalaseus maximus)
West African Crested Tern**
(Thalasseus albididorsalis)
Large orange-billed terns breeding off the
coast of western Africa have long been considered a subspecies of Royal Tern, but no
longer. Genetics show them to
be more closely related to Lesser Crested Tern** (T. bengalensis). So the paraphyletic Royal
Tern had to be split. Compared
to Royal, West African averages

West African Crested Tern (top left) is
more closely related to Lesser Crested
Tern (bottom left) than it is to Royal
Tern, sensu stricto (bottom right). Photos © Bernard Guévorts, Michael Todd,
and Ryan Mandelbaum, respectively.

Bumblebee (shown here) and Wine-throated
hummingbirds were formerly in the genus Atthis,
but that genus has now been subsumed into
Selasphorus. Photo © Ian Davies.

slighter and smaller, with a longer, thinner,
paler, and yellower (less red/orange) bill.
There are no records of West African Crested
Tern in North America, and it appears so
similar to Royal Tern that field identification would likely be difficult given current
knowledge.

Goodbye, Atthis!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Bumblebee Hummingbird
(Atthis heliosa ➛ Selasphorus heliosa)
Wine-throated Hummingbird*
(Atthis ellioti ➛ Selasphorus ellioti)
The genus Atthis (formerly home to Bumblebee and Wine-throated hummingbirds) has
been absorbed into Selasphorus, which was
paraphyletic without this change. This follows the treatment in Howell and Webb’s
Birds of Mexico and Northern Central America,
which was published in 1995.

Selasphorus reshuffle

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
And as a consequence of the preceding
change, the linear sequence of the genus Selasphorus has changed to the following:
• Calliope Hummingbird
• Rufous Hummingbird
• Allen’s Hummingbird
• Broad-tailed Hummingbird
• Bumblebee Hummingbird
• Wine-throated Hummingbird*
• Volcano Hummingbird*
• Scintillant Hummingbird*
• Glow-throated Hummingbird*

Major hummingbird reshuffle

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
A wholesale reclassification of hummingbirds is underway, and this is part of that
VOLUME 71 • NUMBER 2 (2020)
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Violet-crowned Hummingbird is one of many hummingbird species recently moved out of the genus
Amazilia. Photo © Alex Lamoreaux.

process. Many “new” genera have been created or resurrected. Of particular interest is
the confirmation that Mexican Woodnymph
is not a woodnymph, but rather a member
of the “white-tailed hummingbird” group.
I look forward to English name changes to
be considered for it and others listed in the
following. The sequence for species from
Golden-crowned Emerald to Xantus’s Hummingbird is now like this:
• Dusky Hummingbird*
(Cynanthus sordida ➛ Phaeoptila sordida)
• Cuban Emerald*
(Chlorostilbon ricordii ➛ Riccordia ricordii)
Brace’s Emerald†*
(Chlorostilbon bracei ➛ Riccordia bracei)
• Hispaniolan Emerald*
(Chlorostilbon swainsonii ➛
Riccordia swainsonii)
• Puerto Rican Emerald*
(Chlorostilbon maugaeus ➛
Riccordia maugaeus)
• Blue-headed Hummingbird*
(Cyanophaia bicolor ➛ Riccordia bicolor)
• Broad-billed Hummingbird
• Golden-crowned Emerald*
(Chlorostilbon auriceps ➛
Cynanthus auriceps)
• Cozumel Emerald*
(Chlorostilbon forficatus ➛
Cynanthus forficatus)
• Canivet’s Emerald*
(Chlorostilbon canivetii ➛
Cynanthus canivetii)
• Garden Emerald*
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• White-eared Hummingbird
(Hylocharis leucotis ➛ Basilinna leucotis)
• Xantus’s Hummingbird
(Hylocharis xantusii ➛ Basilinna xantusii)
• Wedge-tailed Sabrewing*
(Campylopterus curvipennis ➛
Pampa curvipennis)
• Long-tailed Sabrewing*
(Campylopterus excellens ➛
Pampa excellens)
• Rufous Sabrewing*
(Campylopterus rufus ➛ Pampa rufa)
• Emerald-chinned Hummingbird*
• Violet-headed Hummingbird*
• Antillean Crested Hummingbird*
• Violet Sabrewing*
• Bronze-tailed Plumeleteer*
• White-vented Plumeleteer*
• Crowned Woodnymph*
• Snowcap*
• Coppery-headed Emerald*
(Elvira cupreiceps ➛
Microchera cupreiceps)
• White-tailed Emerald*
(Elvira chionura ➛ Microchera chionura)
• Violet-capped Hummingbird*
• Pirre Hummingbird*
(Geothalsia bella ➛ Goldmania bella)
• Mexican Woodnymph*
(Thalurania ridgwayi ➛
Eupherusa ridgwayi)
• White-tailed Hummingbird*
• Blue-capped Hummingbird*
• Stripe-tailed Hummingbird*

• Black-bellied Hummingbird*
• Scaly-breasted Hummingbird*
• Streamertail*
• Violet-crowned Hummingbird
(Amazilia violiceps ➛ Leucolia violiceps)
• Green-fronted Hummingbird*
(Amazilia viridifrons ➛
Leucolia viridifrons)
• Azure-crowned Hummingbird*
(Amazilia cyanocephala ➛
Saucerottia cyanocephala)
• Blue-vented Hummingbird*
(Amazilia hoffmanni ➛
Saucerottia hoffmanni)
• Berylline Hummingbird
(Amazilia beryllina ➛
Saucerottia beryllina)
• Blue-tailed Hummingbird*
(Amazilia cyanura ➛
Saucerottia cyanura)
• Snowy-bellied Hummingbird*
(Amazilia edward ➛ Saucerottia edward)
• Cinnamon Hummingbird
• Buff-bellied Hummingbird
• Rufous-tailed Hummingbird*
• Honduran Emerald* (placement
uncertain, possibly in Polyerata)
• Mangrove Hummingbird* (placement
uncertain, possibly in Polyerata)
• Sapphire-throated Hummingbird*
(Lepidopyga coeruleogularis ➛
Chrysuronia coeruleogularis)
• Humboldt’s Sapphire*
(Hylocharis humboldtii ➛
Chrysuronia humboldtii)
• Blue-chested Hummingbird*
(Amazilia amabilis ➛ Polyerata amabilis)
• Charming Hummingbird*
(Amazilia decora ➛ Polyerata decora)
• White-bellied Emerald*
(Amazilia candida ➛ Chlorestes candida)
• Blue-throated Goldentail*
(Hylocharis eliciae ➛ Chlorestes eliciae)
• Violet-bellied Hummingbird*
(Juliamyia julie ➛ Chlorestes julie)

Phasianidae Reshuffle

Field biologists have long suspected that the poorlynamed Mexican Woodnymph is not a Thalurania
woodnymph, but rather, a member of the “whitetailed hummingbird” genus. Genetic evidence supports this hypothesis, and the species has now been
moved to Eupherusa. Photo © Simon Best.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
A lot has changed at higher taxonomic levels
within the pheasant family, Phasianidae. Subfamilies are no longer recognized, and the
linear sequence has changed to the following:
• Wild Turkey
• Ocellated Turkey
• Ruffed Grouse
• Spruce Grouse
• Willow Ptarmigan
• Rock Ptarmigan
• White-tailed Ptarmigan
• Greater Sage-Grouse
N O RT H A M E R I C A N B I R D S
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• Gunnison Sage-Grouse
• Dusky Grouse
• Sooty Grouse
• Sharp-tailed Grouse
• Greater Prairie-Chicken
• Lesser Prairie-Chicken
• Gray Partridge
• Ring-necked Pheasant
• Kalij Pheasant
• Indian Peafowl
• Gray Francolin
• Black Francolin
• Red Junglefowl
• Himalayan Snowcock
• Chukar
• Japanese Quail*
• Erckel’s Francolin

New sequence for the rail family

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Colombian Crake*
• Paint-billed Crake
• Zapata Rail*
• Spotted Rail
• Uniform Crake*
• Rufous-necked Wood-Rail*
• Russet-naped Wood-Rail*
• Gray-cowled Wood-Rail*
• Ridgway’s Rail
• Clapper Rail
• Aztec Rail*
• Mangrove Rail*
• King Rail
• Virginia Rail
• Western Water-Rail
• Corn Crake
• Sora
• Spotted Crake
• Common Gallinule
• Common Moorhen
• Eurasian Coot
• Hawaiian Coot
• American Coot
• Purple Gallinule
• Azure Gallinule*
• Purple Swamphen
• Ocellated Crake*
• Yellow Rail
• Yellow-breasted Crake*
• Ruddy Crake*
• White-throated Crake*
• Gray-breasted Crake*
• Black Rail
• Laysan Rail†
• Hawaiian Rail†

New sequence for families
in the order Suliformes

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Fregatidae (frigatebirds)

• Sulidae (boobies and gannets)
• Anhingidae (anhingas)
• Phalacrocoracidae (cormorants)

New sequence for cormorant species

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Brandt’s Cormorant
• Red-faced Cormorant
• Pelagic Cormorant
• Great Cormorant
• Double-crested Cormorant
• Neotropic Cormorant

New sequence for
New World vulture species

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• California Condor
• King Vulture*
• Black Vulture
• Turkey Vulture
• Lesser Yellow-headed Vulture*

New sequence for
Chloroceryle kingfishers

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Amazon Kingfisher
• American Pygmy Kingfisher
• Green Kingfisher
• Green-and-rufous Kingfisher

New sequence for Progne martins

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Brown-chested Martin
• Purple Martin
• Southern Martin
• Gray-breasted Martin
• Sinaloa Martin
• Cuban Martin
• Caribbean Martin

New sequence for grasshopperwarbler family (Locustellidae)

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Middendorf’s Grasshopper-Warbler
• Lanceolated Warbler
• River Warbler

New sequence for owls
from Flammulated Owl
to Puerto Rican Screech-Owl

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Flammulated Owl
• Puerto Rican Owl*
• Whiskered Screech-Owl
• Bare-shanked Screech-Owl*
• Tropical Screech-Owl*
• Bearded Screech-Owl*
• Pacific Screech-Owl*
• Western Screech-Owl
• Eastern Screech-Owl
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The species shown here got new English and
scientific names this year. Puerto Rican Owl
(Gymnasio nudipes). Photo © Gloria Archilla.
• Balsas Screech-Owl*
• Middle American Screech-Owl*
• Chocó Screech-Owl*
Further changes affecting only Middle America (Single asterisks are no
longer used.)

¡Hola, Puerto Rican Owl!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Puerto Rican Screech-Owl
(Megascops nudipes) ➛
Puerto Rican Owl (Gymnasio nudipes)
It seems that this species isn’t a screech-owl
after all. It and Flammulated Owl are instead
more distant relatives of the screech-owls
(Megascops).

Say hello to Mayan Antthrush!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Mayan Antthrush (Formicarius moniliger)
Black-faced Antthrush (Formicarius analis)
This is one of those obvious splits that birders on the ground have known about and
“used” for a long time. Indeed, Howell and
Webb’s Birds of Mexico and Northern Central
America split this more northerly population
25 years ago under the name “Mexican Antthrush.” While the two species look similar,
they sound almost nothing alike. Mayan
Antthrush’s song is a loud, far-carrying, and
halting series of strong whistles, beginning
with a solitary whistle and a pause, followed
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by an accelerating and slightly ascending
series of 10–15 additional whistles. In Central America, Black-faced Antthrush’s (sensu
stricto) song is much simpler and consists of
a short strident whistle followed by a pause
and one to three downslurred whistles. In
eastern Honduras, the only place where
both species are known to be present, Mayan Antthrush is found in foothill rainforest, while Black-faced is found in lowland
rainforest. Nonvocalizing birds seen there
may be identified by the presence (Mayan)
or absence (Black-faced) of a narrow rufous
collar across the upper breast just below the
black throat. Mayan Antthrush is found from

southern Mexico to eastern Honduras, making it a North American endemic.

Say Goodbye to Paltry Tyrannulet!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Four-way split of Paltry Tyrannulet)
Guatemalan Tyrannulet
(Zimmerius vilissimus)
Mistletoe Tyrannulet
(Zimmerius parvus)
Spectacled Tyrannulet**
(Zimmerius improbus)
Venezuelan Tyrannulet**
(Zimmerius petersi)

The tiny Zimmerius tyrannulets of Middle
America now belong to one of two species.
Guatemalan Tyrannulet is resident in foothills
and highlands from Chiapas through central and southern Guatemala to El Salvador,
making it a North American endemic. Mistletoe Tyrannulet is found from southern Belize
through the Izabal region of northeastern Guatemala and south to northwestern Colombia;
in Belize and Guatemala, it is a lowland species. Spectacled and Venezuelan tyrannulets
are endemic to northwestern South America.
Guatemalan Tyrannulet has noticeably
streaked underparts, brownish auriculars, a
rather long tail, thin yellow wing margins,
broad white eyebrows that connect over the
top of the bill, and a short, thick, straight bill.
The last two features (eyebrow and bill) combine to give it an appearance recalling Philadelphia Vireo. Its typical vocalizations consist
of short, somewhat nasal, piping whistles of
variable pitch given approximately once a second and seldom if ever paired (e.g., hyip, pyup,
pyup, pyip, peep peep, pyip, pyoo); they seem to
end with a “P” sound.
Mistletoe Tyrannulet has subtly streaked
underparts, olivaceous auriculars, a mediumlength tail, bolder yellow
wing margins, narrower
eyebrows that are washed
with yellow and do not
meet over the top of the bill,
and a slightly longer bill
with a slight but noticeable
downward curve throughout. Its typical vocalization
is an airy whistle given at a
slow pace, often ascending
and then descending, and
with a breathy ending; it is
Mayan (top photo, top spectrogram) and Black-faced (sensu stricto) (bottom seldom if ever paired (e.g.,
photo, bottom spectrogram) antthrushes differ modestly in appearance and hueeeuh hyuuuh hyuuuh).
greatly in song. Photos © Ed Boyd and Francesco Veronesi, respectively.
I can personally attest that
Spectrograms provided by eBird and created on 17 Aug 2020.
the vocalizations of Mistletoe and Guatemalan are so
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Guatemalan (top) and Mistletoe (bottom) tyrannulets
are very similar in appearance but differ greatly in
voice and are mostly allopatric. Photos © Jorge
Montejo and Doug Greenberg, respectively.

dissimilar that they routinely confuse experienced birders who are hearing their second of
the pair for the first time.

Say hello to the
Checker-throated Stipplethroat!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Checker-throated Antwren ➛
Checker-throated Stipplethroat
The English name of Epinecrophylla fulviventris
has changed from Checker-throated Antwren
to Checker-throated Stipplethroat. The same
has happened to additional South American members of this antbird genus, which
are governed by the NACC’s sister committee, the SACC (South American Check-list
Committee). The two committees try to keep
their checklists in broad agreement, and this
change was in line with that goal.

Split of Comb Duck

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Comb Duck (Sarkidiornis sylvicola)
Knob-billed Duck**
(Sarkidiornis melanotos)
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The Old World and New World populations of
Sarkidiornis have been split. The lumped species was known as Comb Duck (Sarkidiornis
melanotos), so this change results in a “new”
scientific name for Comb Duck (sensu stricto).

“New” genus for
White-shouldered Tanager

Split of and new sequence for
the antbird genus Myrmeciza

Scientific name change for Dwarf Jay

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
White-bellied Antbird
Zeledon’s Antbird
(placement uncertain, possibly in Hafferia)
Chestnut-backed Antbird
(Myrmeciza exsul ➛ Poliocrania exsul)
Dull-mantled Antbird
(Myrmeciza laemosticta ➛ Sipia laemosticta)
Chestnut-backed and Dull-mantled antbirds
have been moved out of the genus Myrmeciza
and each into a “new” genus. The Check-list
authors note that the current placement of Zeledon’s Antbird (formerly lumped as Immaculate Antbird) within the genus is uncertain.

“New” genus for
Buff-fronted Foliage-gleaner

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Philydor rufum ➛ Dendroma rufa
There is no change in sequence.

“New” genus for
White-crowned Manakin

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Dixiphia pipra ➛ Pseudopipra pipra
There is no change in sequence.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Tachyphonus luctuosus ➛ Loriotus luctuosus
There is no change in sequence.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Cyanolyca nana ➛ Cyanolyca nanus
If you’re into arcane rules about the gender
of nouns and adjectives in Latin, then this
change is for you!

New sequence for the wood-partridges
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Buffy-crowned Wood-Partridge
• Long-tailed Wood-Partridge
• Bearded Wood-Partridge

New sequence for Ara macaws

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Blue-and-yellow Macaw
• Chestnut-fronted Macaw
• Cuban Macaw†
• Scarlet Macaw
• Red-and-green Macaw
• Military Macaw
• Great Green Macaw

New sequence for Forpus parrotlets

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Mexican Parrotlet
• Green-rumped Parrotlet
• Spectacled Parrotlet

Proposals not accepted include:

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
• Split of Great White Heron
from Great Blue Heron
• Split of Haida Gwaii Saw-whet Owl
from Northern Saw-whet Owl
• Split of Garnet-throated Hummingbird
• Split of Unicolored Jay
• Split of Horned Lark
• Change in English name of
Blue-headed Quail-Dove
• Change in English names of the scrub-jays
• Change in English name of Olive Warbler
• Recognition of “Guanacaste
Hummingbird” as a species

“Ocotero” was proposed as a new name for the notolive, not-a-wood-warbler shown here, but it is still
known as Olive Warbler. Photo © Bryan Calk.

I thank Jeff Bouton, Terry Chesser, Jon Dunn,
Kimball Garrett, Mary Gustafson, Marshall
Iliff, Paul Lehman, and Guy McCaskie for their
expertise in helping craft this missive.
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“Great White” Heron (top) was not split from Great
Blue Heron (middle) this year, partly because of the
presence of hybrids (bottom), which are known as
“Würdemann’s Herons.” Photos © Keith Leonard,
Alex Lamoreaux, and Michael Todd, respectively.
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FALL 2017–SUMMER 2018
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1 • This Burrowing Owl lingered at Castalia Marsh, Grand Manan Island 1 Aug–30
Sep 2017, providing New Brunswick with its second record. Photo © Jim Wilson.
2 • This Tropical Kingbird was observed 2–3 Oct 2017 at the Nucla Water Treatment
Plant, Montrose; it was photographed here on 3 Oct. This bird provided Colorado with its
second record, just one month after the first was documented further east in El Paso.
Photo © Brenda Wright.
3 • This Eurasian Skylark at Saint-Damien 6–7 May (here 6 May) provided not only a first
for Québec but also a first record for eastern North America. Photo © Nathalie Rondeau.
4 • Franklin’s Gull is rare in Pennsylvania in summer, but a minor pattern exists for late July
arrivals. This individual appeared on the Susquehanna River in Lancaster and delighted
observers on 15 July 2018. Photo © Zach Millen.
5 • The eighth for Alabama and only the second in spring, this eye-popping male
Cinnamon Teal was present 28 Mar–1 Apr (here 31 Mar) 2018 at Decatur, Morgan.
Photo © Bala Chennupati.
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1 • This adult male Broad-billed Hummingbird established a first record for Santa Cruz,
California and thrilled more than 200 birders as it visited a feeder in Santa Cruz 19
(here 23) Oct to 5 Nov 2017. Photo © Bill Bousman.

5

2 • Indiana’s third White-tailed Kite and the first for northern Indiana delighted more than
150 birders attending the 2018 Indiana Dunes Birding Festival. This adult was found 18 May
(here 22 May) at Reynolds Creek Gamebird Habitat Area, Porter, and remained through
26 May. Photo © Michael R. Brown.
3 • White-winged Crossbill invasions of the Pacific Northwest are usually into the
Cascades or mountains further east. Thus, the winter 2017–18 incursion onto the
Washington, Oregon, and even northern California coasts was especially exciting. This
bird was one of four photographed at Barview, Tillamook 4 Dec 2017. Though well shy of
the 150 seen in Ocean Shores, Washington 4 Dec 2017, Oregon had flocks on the immediate
coast of up to 35 in Clatsop, 30 in Tillamook, 8 in Lane, and 5 in Curry. Flocks lingered from
early December through March, and individuals were found as late as 20 May. Most Whitewinged Crossbills were mixed with Red Crossbills, which had a remarkable showing as well;
Red Crossbill types 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 were all documented. Photo © Ken Chamberlain.
4 • These two American Oystercatchers at Fatima (Les Îles-de-la-Madeleine), Québec 11–19
Jun (here 11 Jun) 2018, provided a fifth regional record and the first documented with a
photograph. Photo © Alain Richard.
5 • A rare find in New Brunswick, this Fork-tailed Flycatcher was first discovered (and photographed here) on 11 Oct 2017 on Miscou Island; it was last seen 24 Oct. Photo © Frank Branch.
6 • This Gyrfalcon in the open prairie of western Cimarron, Oklahoma on 14 Jan 2018 is among
the most southerly records for the continent. Photo © Bill Carrell.
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1 • This presumed Lapland Longspur X Snow Bunting hybrid
stopped at Baie-du-Febvre, Québec 27 Mar; it represents
the world’s second documented occurrence of this rare
combination. Photo © Yves Dugré.
2 • Tennessee’s first Black-capped Petrel was discovered 13 Sep
2017 on Pickwick Lake in Hardin in the wake of Hurricane Irma.
The state’s second record was found 9 Oct 2017 at Woods Reservoir,
Franklin in the wake of Hurricane Nate. Photo © Mike Todd.

4

5

3 • This striking adult White-winged Tern at tiny Nessmuk Lake
furnished Pennsylvania’s first record for this Eurasian species.
About two months later, a similar (quite possibly the same)
individual appeared at John Heinz NWR in Philadelphia.
Photo © Jay McGowan.
4 • A Gray Flycatcher was seen by one observer on 13 Oct 2017
at Cove Island Park in Stamford, Fairfield, Connecticut. It was
not relocated, but a series of photos and notes on behavior
facilitated an upgrade from “Empidonax sp.” to a first state
record. Photo © Lea Kessler Shaw.
5 • These two female Greater Scaup at Estero San José, Baja
California Sur on 1 Jan 2018 provided one of the few photographic
records for the state. Photo © Gerardo Marrón.
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6 • Illinois’s fourth Ivory Gull, a beautiful adult, was discovered
by Amar Ayyash at the Lake County Fairgrounds on 3 Jan 2018.
It remained for less than an hour. Photo © Amar Ayyash.
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1 & 2 • A first for Newfoundland and Labrador, the Atlantic
Region, and North America was this Yellow-breasted Bunting,
which visited the feeders of Vernon Buckle in Forteau, Labrador
16–18 October 2017. It was photographed here on the first
day of its stay. Photo © Vernon Buckle.

5

3 • Discovered 24 Oct 2017 at Rockville by Ervin Olsen, this
Tropical Kingbird was well documented and provided Nova
Scotia with its first record. Photo © Alix d’Entremont.
4 • New Hampshire’s first record of Common Shelduck
was a cooperative and conspicuous bird present 13
Aug–11 Sep 2017 (here 21 Aug) at Odiorne Point State
Park in Rye, Rockingham. A developing pattern of
vagrancy to Iceland and the Canadian Maritimes
played a role in acceptance of this Old World species.
Photo © Frank Mantlik.
5 • This Dovekie sitting on the snow near a feeder at
Sainte-Thérèse-de-Gaspé, Québec 5 Jan 2018 was probably
a great surprise for a homeowner. Photo © Albini Couture.
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1 • A first for Monterey and Santa Cruz, and unexpected this far south on the
California coast, this juvenile Gyrfalcon lingered at the Pajaro River mouth and
nearby beaches 3 Feb (here) through 4 Mar 2018. Photo © Blake Matheson.
2 • This Asian Brown Flycatcher kicked off the season’s Asian highlights at Gambell
on 3 Sep 2017. It represented the outpost’s first fall and second ever sighting.
There is only one prior fall observation for Alaska. Photo © James Levison.

5

3 • Virginia’s sixth Black-chinned Hummingbird, an immature male, was at a
private residence near Jamesville, Northampton 8–14 Nov 2017. It is shown here
on the day of its discovery. Photo © Rose Taylor.

6

4 • A Lawrence’s Goldfinch that appeared in Lawton, Comanche, Oklahoma at the
feeder of Lou and Mary Truex 9 Mar 2018 (here) was the first documented for the
Southern Great Plains Region. After an absence, it was noted again 24–29 Mar,
allowing a few more birders to see it. Photo © Lou and Mary Truex.
5 • This Green Sandpiper, flushed from the main road on St. Paul Island 9 Sep
2017, provided a first fall record for the Pribilofs and Alaska’s second ever for
fall. It follows the first fall sighting from Attu in 1983. Photo © Cameron Cox.
6 • This Sprague’s Pipit was an unexpected find at Swan Lake NWR, Chariton
27 March 2018, where it is much farther east than typically observed in Missouri.
Photo © Frankie Cucolich.
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1 • This gorgeous male Western Tanager was photographed at a private residence in Springfield,
Sangamon, Illinois on 12 Apr 2018. The bird frequented several feeders at this backyard during
its three-day stay 10–12 Apr. Photo © Keith A. McMullen.
2 • The famous Gambell thickets produced two Wood Warblers this fall. This individual
constituted Alaska’s latest of very few records and was present 16–21 Oct 2017; it was
photographed here on 19 Oct. Photo © Brad Benter.
3 • New for Costa Rica was this first-cycle Great Black-backed Gull at the mouth of the
Tortuguero River in northern Costa Rica on 7 Jan 2018. Photo © Steven Easley.
4 • Two of four Black-capped Petrels deposited in scattered Alabama locations by Hurricane Irma
13–14 Sep 2017 were rehabilitated at the Alabama Wildlife Center near Birmingham. The AlabamaMississippi region had no prior records of this threatened species. Only the individual from Madison
(right front) survived to be released along the Florida Atlantic Coast. Photo © Greg D. Jackson.

5

5 • The 20th for Alabama, this comical-looking Burrowing Owl was a crowd pleaser 22–26
Mar (here 22 Mar) 2018 at the west end of Dauphin Island. Photo © Andrew Haffenden.
6 • Oregon’s first Eurasian Skylark, shown here on the day of its discovery, was found in grassy
sand dunes in Newport, Lincoln 16–17 Nov 2017. The tight range of fall arrival dates and
strictly coastal distribution of other Lower 48 Eurasian Skylarks suggests Asian origin. A possibly
overwintering individual was at Neah Bay, Washington 7–10 Nov 2017 found in habitat similar
to that of the Oregon bird. Skylarks wintered in California at Lake Tolowa 12 Nov 2018–7 Jan 2019
and at Point Reyes for several years between fall 1978 and spring 1985; five of six first dates
of detection occurred between 28 Oct and 3 Nov. Photo © Russ Namitz.
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1 • This Yellow-billed Loon provided Gunnison, Colorado its
second county record in eight years on 13 Feb 2018 along the
Gunnison River. It is shown here with a Common Loon.
Photo © Kathy Mihm Dunning.

3
5

4

2 • A striking adult California Gull from Moraine State Park
furnished a first county record for Butler, Pennsylvania.
Photo © Geoff Malosh.
3 • This Prairie Warbler was one of two reports for the season.
The bird was observed from 16–20 Dec 2017 in Jefferson, Colorado.
It was photographed here on 16 Dec. Photo © Aaron Shipe.
4 • This adult Swainson’s Hawk is one of fewer than 20 records
for Tennessee. Notably, this bird was in middle Tennessee at Fort
Campbell in Montgomery; most prior records have come from
the western part of the state. Photo © Daniel Moss.
5 • A long-awaited first state record for Kentucky, this Magnificent
Frigatebird delighted many at the Minor Clark Fish Hatchery in
Rowan 20 Sep 2017. Photo © Earl Raglin.
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1 • The first fully documented Western Meadowlark for Massachusetts was found on
21 Nov 2017 at Parker River Wildlife Refuge, Plum Island, Essex. Although there were a
number of old reports, documentation had been lacking. Photo © Suzanne Sullivan.
2 • A first for Kentucky, though long anticipated, was this Lark Bunting in Henderson
6–7 Aug 2017. Photo © Jamie Baker.
3 • Colorado’s 11th Common Gallinule was found in Fort Collins, Larimer on 1 July 2018; it continued
through 15 July and was photographed here on 7 July. Photo © Bez Bezuidenhout.
4 • This Brown Booby perched on the Bella Desgagnés ferry between Blanc Sablon and Saint-Augustin
on the North Shore 27 Jul, provided the second record only for Québec. Photo © Isabelle Legault.
5 • Sightings of Short-tailed Albatrosses have steadily increased over the past 20 years off the Pacific
Coast of North America. Oregon only had 4 records between 1963 and the turn of the century, 5 more
were tallied in the 2000s, and 10 in the 2010s. As with most (or all?) records, this bird photographed
40 miles west of Newport, Lincoln 9 December 2017 was an immature. Photo © Wink Gross.
6 • Another exciting first for the Alabama-Mississippi Region was this Gray Flycatcher on 30 Oct
2017 at Grand Bay NWR, Jackson, Mississippi. Photo © Yvette Stewart.
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1 • Virginia’s first Mottled Duck was at Craney Island, Portsmouth
14 Jun–12 Jul 2018. Note the black gape spot, paler crown and
supercilium, and overall dark body with light mottling. It was
photographed here on 12 Jul. Photo © Bill Williams.
2 • Maine’s first Gray-tailed Tattler was found and photographed
by a single observer on 14 Aug 2017 at Matinicus Rock, Knox.
The observer’s description of the two-note golden-plover-like
call was a key to acceptance. Photo © Earl Johnson.
3 • An immature White-crowned Sparrow, seen here
on 7 Dec 2017, delighted visitors to Rancho Quemado in
Puntarenas 29 Nov 2017–27 Jan 2018. It was a first record
for Costa Rica. Photo © Karen Leavelle.
4 • This Bendire’s Thrasher was at Ensenada, Baja California
on 15 Feb 2018. Photo © Isabel Raymundo González.
5 • This Common Ground-Dove, seen and
photographed on the site of a gold mine
exploitation at Val d’Or (Abitibi) 21–26 Oct
(here 21 Oct), provided a first record for
Québec. Photo © Raymond Ladurantaye.
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1 • It had been seven years since Harris’s Sparrow
was recorded in Virginia, but the drought ended
with this bird along the South Fork Shenandoah
River, Page. Photographed here on 5 Dec 2017, it
was present 3 Dec 2017–14 Feb 2018.
Photo © Dixie Summers.
2 • Alaska’s second Hooded Oriole visited a
hummingbird research feeder station in Ketchikan
13–18 Jun 2018; it was photographed here on
14 Jun. Photo © Steven C. Heinl.
3 • This Black-vented Shearwater was a first for Guatemala when it was photographed on 23 Oct 2017
off the coast of Escuintla. However, given several
documented records from El Salvador and the species’s regular occurrence off Oaxaca, the species was
long overdue for Guatemala. Photo © Alfredo Valle.

4

5

4 • Missouri’s fifth White-tailed Kite was first in
Dade 2–3 Apr and then in Cedar 18 Apr 2018.
Photo © Brad Jacobs.
5 • While Groove-billed Ani is a rare but not
unexpected visitor to the northern Gulf Coast, this
Smooth-billed Ani 4–15 Nov (here 11 Nov) 2017
at Biloxi, Harrison, Mississippi was a first for the
Alabama–Mississippi Region. Photo © Adam Wood.
6 • This male Cape May Warbler was on 27 Feb 2018
in the very same tree in Miraflores, Baja California
Sur where James E. Pike saw a trio of the same
species on 31 Jan 2002. Photo © Richard A. Erickson.
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1 • This female Masked Duck at Hackberry Flat WMA, Tillman, Oklahoma,
was a first for the region and exceptional north of coastal Texas. It was
first detected 17 Sep 2017 (here) and attracted birders from a broad
area through 26 Sep. Photo © Joseph A. Grzybowski.

5

2 • Band-tailed Pigeons appear very unpredictably and erratically in
Nebraska. This individual, the state’s fourth, was at Doniphan,
Hall 18–23 (here 23) May 2018. Photo © Sharla Meester.
3 • This juvenile Buff-breasted Sandpiper was seen 2 Sep 2017
at Saylorville Res, Polk, Iowa, where it is a rare but regular
fall migrant. Photo © Stephen J. Dinsmore.
4 • This cooperative Wood Stork, photographed here on 12 Aug 2017,
was part of an exceptional year for this species in Virginia that
produced at least four records. This individual was present in
Virginia Beach 8–26 Aug. Photo © Ellison Orcutt.
5 • This Swallow-tailed Kite in Lamar, Prowers 10–24 (here 23) Aug 2017
provided the fifth record for Colorado. The previous record, also from
Lamar, was observed in 1993. Photo © John Drummond.
6 • Away from breeding sites in South Dakota, the status of Pacific Wren
is still largely unknown in the Great Plains. This individual at Scott
State Park, Scott, Kansas 19 Nov–5 Dec 2017 is the second record for
Kansas. It was photographed here 19 Nov. Photo © Kevin Groeneweg.
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1 • Shockingly, this immature Brown Booby perched for several hours on an
airport ramp tower at Philadelphia International Airport on 23 Jul 2018. The
majority of Pennsylvania’s growing body of Brown Booby records come from
the Delaware River corridor. Photo © David Staples.

2 3

5
6

2 • This “Pink-sided” Dark-eyed Junco was Missouri’s first documented
record of this subspecies at a private Cass residence 14 January through
28 Feb 2018. Photo © Ginny Culver.
3 • Merlins were present in Chesterton, Porter for a couple of months, and
a nest was finally found in May 2018. This, Indiana’s second nesting, is
one of just a handful in the region. The male was photographed here on
1 Jun, not far from the white pine it nested in. Photo © John C. Kendall.
4 • This immature male Harlequin Duck, Nebraska’s sixth record of the
species, was found by Brian Peterson 23 Dec 2017 at Summit Lake State
Recreation Area, Burt and was last observed 4 Jan 2018; it is shown
here 1 Jan 2018. Photo © Brian Peterson.
5 • Not seen in Honduras for over a hundred years, a pair of Black
Catbirds on Roatán in Honduras’s Bay Islands was a spectacular find
on 28 Jan 2018. Despite subsequent searches, the birds were not seen
again; they may have been dispersing individuals from a nearby
Belizean population. Photo © Joel Amaya.
6 • This juvenile Marbled Godwit on 14 Oct 2017 at Runnells Wildlife
Area, Polk was the latest ever for Iowa. Photo © Stephen J. Dinsmore.
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1 • This Golden-crowned Warbler was a first for Colorado and one
of only two accepted U.S. records outside Texas. This amazing find
was seen by many at Mitchek Ranch, Cheyenne 15–24 May 2018.
It was photographed here by the finder on the date of its discovery.
Photo © Glenn Walbek.
2 • Nebraska’s third Reddish Egret was at the Alda Bridge Overlook,
Hall 23–26 (here 26) Jun 2018. Photo © William Flack.
3 • Snowy Owls staged a strong irruption in the region this winter.
This juvenile was photographed 2 Dec 2017 in Cerro Gordo, Iowa.
Photo © Stephen J. Dinsmore.
4 • Indiana’s (and perhaps the region’s) first breeding record for Blackbellied Whistling Duck was documented on 28 July 2017, when two adults
were found with 14 downy chicks at a pond on the CountryMark Co-Op
Refinery Golf Course in Mt. Vernon, Posey. Photo © Heath Harlan.
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5 • The 6 prior Texas records of Elegant Trogon are equally divided between
Big Bend National Park and Hidalgo County. This winter’s bird, record #7,
was a real outlier in the middle of the state, at Landa Park, New Braunfels,
Comal. Initially discovered by an out-of-state visitor on 27 Jan 2018, the
bird’s presence wasn’t known to birders until just about a week after the
initial sighting. Miraculously, it was still in the same area and seen by a
few folks for a couple days before it disappeared. It was photographed
here on its last day: 8 Feb. Photo © Harry Forbes.
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1 • This recently-fledged Pine Grosbeak was photographed
at Lac de la Pruche Plaquée, Québec, near Newport
(Gaspésie) 6 Oct 2017. Photo © Jean-Marc Smith.

4
5

2 • This Red Phalarope, discovered at Bald Knob NWR on
24 Aug 2017, was a first for White and only about the
fourteenth for Arkansas. Photo © Michael Linz.
3 • This Brant, Tennessee’s 12th, stuck around longer
than most previous records. It was present 21 Nov–2
Dec 2017 on the campus of Pelissippi State Community
College in Knox. Photo © Graham Gerdeman.
4 • An absolutely stunning white-morph Gyrfalcon
was a shocking find by Frank Holmes at Horseshoe
Lake State Park in Madison, Illinois on 18 Jan 2018.
The bird unfortunately was not relocated after this
initial sighting. Photo © Frank Holmes.
5 • This Cassin’s Sparrow, a casual fall vagrant to
coastal California, remained at a vacant lot in residential
Coronado adjacent to the North Island Naval Air Station,
San Diego 21–25 Oct 2017. Photo © Matthew Binns.
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A first accepted record for the ABA Area, this immature Great Black Hawk
was discovered (and photographed here) 24 Apr 2018 at a migrant trap on
South Padre Island, Cameron, Texas. Note the thinly and uniformly barred
tail, mostly white rump, long legs, longer tail, less bulging secondaries,
and lack of dark malar stripe, all of which help separate it from Common
Black Hawk. Amazingly, analysis of photographs revealed that a Great
Black Hawk discovered on 8 Aug 2018 about 1900 miles away in Maine
was the same individual. It remained there until it succumbed to the cold
on 31 Jan 2019. While there, it molted in an adult tail feather, the pattern
of which (two white bands) is suggestive of the northern subspecies
(ridgwayi). Photo © Alex Lamoreaux.
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1 • This immature Golden-crowned Sparrow was Missouri’s fifth at Bunch Hollow
Conservation Area, Carroll 3–16 March 2018. Photo © Joshua Uffman.
2 • This beautiful adult Red-necked Stint, Kentucky’s first record, delighted many of the
state’s birders at Horseshoe Road Sloughs in Henderson 20–22 Aug 2017. It is shown here
on the day of its discovery. Photo © Jamie Baker.
3 • The five Harlequin Ducks that spent much of December at Whiting Park, Lake represented
a tie for Indiana’s all-time daily high count. Four of the five were captured in this photo from
10 Dec 2017. Photo © John K. Cassady.
4 • California’s northernmost record of Red-footed Booby was photographed (here) on a buoy
700 meters off Tomales Point in Marin on 25 Oct 2017. This first or second-cycle bird was
then enjoyed by many 93 kilometers to the south at Pillar Point Harbor in San Mateo 29 Oct–
13 Dec 2017. Photo © Paul Kanive.
5 • Red-throated Pipit is a mostly Old World species with a small breeding population in Alaska.
Some Red-throated Pipits winter in California and Baja California, although most winter in subSaharan Africa and tropical southeast Asia. This long flight suggests the species is easily capable
of reaching the Neotropics, and indeed, this adult, photographed 15 Apr 2018 in Huehuetenango,
Guatemala, represents the first record for Central America and the second for the Neotropics;
a first-year individual was well documented in Ecuador in 2008. Photo © Esteban Matias.
6 • This adult Groove-billed Ani remained at the Encinitas Community Park 19 Nov–1 Dec 2017,
establishing the first record for San Diego and the 13th for California. Photo © Eric G. Kallen.
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1 • While seen regularly in some species (e.g.,
House Finch), xanthochroism is exceedingly rare
in Northern Cardinals. This striking male, photographed here 19 Feb 2018, caused a public sensation
in Alabaster, Shelby, Alabama. It was first noted in
late January 2018 and later nested with a normallypigmented female; a normally-plumaged fledgling
was documented 6 Jul 2018. Photo © Jeremy Black.
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2 • Connecticut’s second Sabine’s Gull, a pristine
juvenile, performed for dozens of observers on
3 Sep 2017 at Sherwood Island State Park in
Westport, Fairfield, where strong winds off Long
Island Sound often brought it a few feet from
the shore. Photo © Julian Hough.
3 • This first year male Garganey, known to be
present with dabbling ducks at Waller Park in
Santa Maria, Santa Barbara 25 Nov 2017–11 Mar
2018, was the first known in California since 2002.
It attracted birders from the entire United States
and elsewhere during its near four-month stay.
Photo © Ryan S. Terrill.
4 • This crisply plumaged Marsh Sandpiper was
deemed to be the same individual that graced
Solano/Yolo 9–13 April 2014 and Yolo 16–23 April
2016, being detected only every other year. This
season it was found 15 (here) through 21 April
2018, again at the Yolo Bypass Wildlife Area in
Yolo, California. Photo © Steve C. Hampton.
5 • Demonstrating the bill structure for which this
species was recently renamed, this immature
female Thick-billed Longspur at Crissy Field on
9–12 Oct 2017 furnished a long overdue first record
for San Francisco, California. It was photographed
here on 10 Oct. Photo © Aaron Maizlish.
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1 • This Virginia Rail was a rare winter find on 18 Dec 2017 at Montrose,
Lee. There are very few winter records for Iowa. Photo © Stephen J. Dinsmore.
2 • The presence of this Wedge-rumped Storm-Petrel amongst a large flock of
Black and Least storm-petrels over ocean waters about 35 km north-northwest
of San Nicolas I., Ventura, California on 15 Jul 2018 was not known until photographs
were reviewed following the encounter. The small size and extensive white on the
rump are both clearly evident in the photo. Photo © Larry Sansone.
3 • This Dusky Thrush wintered in Sitka and produced the third southeast
Alaska record; it was photographed here on 3 Dec 2017. There is one other
Alaskan winter record from Anchorage. Photo © Matt R. Goff.
4 • Sabine’s Gull is now almost annual in Arkansas. This individual was
discovered 5 Sep 2017 on Lake Dardanelle. Photo © Michael Linz.
5 • This Long-billed Curlew was discovered 22 Apr 2018 south of Blackwell,
Conway; it represents the ninth record for Arkansas. Photo © Michael Linz.
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6 • Colorado’s fifth Crested Caracara was found and photographed on
24 Aug 2017 in a residential neighborhood in Douglas. It was seen again
the following day a few miles to the northeast at First Creek at Denver
Open Space, Denver. Photo © Peggy Wait.
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1 • Very rare away from saltwater in Virginia, this first-winter Black-legged Kittiwake surprised
birders at the cypress-lined, freshwater Stumpy Lake, Virginia Beach. Photographed here 4 Dec
2017, it was present 4 Dec 2017–1 Jan 2018. Photo © Jonathan Snyder.
2 • Steller’s Eider has always been extremely rare south of Alaska, especially so since the late
1990s. In western North America south of Canada, the first six documented records all fell between
1983 and 1995. There were then three accepted sight records between 2004 and 2007, and finally,
this first-winter individual which wintered at Seaside Cove, Clatsop, Oregon 31 Dec 2017–20 Apr
2018. It was photographed here 13 Jan 2018. Photo © Owen Schmidt.
3 • This male Tropical Parula frequented landscaping around an apartment complex in Huntington
Beach, Orange 5 Jan–14 Feb 2018. The first in California (and the state’s 46th parulid species), it
was also the first to winter in the United States west of south Texas. Photo © Nancy Christensen.
4 • This Sharp-tailed Sandpiper was in basic plumage when found at the Ventura County
Game Preserve adjacent to the Point Mugu Naval Air Station, Ventura 4 Mar 2018. It had
molted into alternate plumage when last seen on 6 May, and it is assumed to have spent
the winter locally. Photo © Larry Sansone.
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1 • Just the second ever for the state, this long-staying “Gray-headed” Junco, shown here
9 Mar 2018, delighted Arkansas observers for an extended period. Photo © Michael Linz.

5

2 • New for Honduras and a third record for Central America was this apparently injured adult Western
Gull at the Las Aguas estuary in Choluteca on 4 Jan 2018. The bird was seen again at the same location
on 19 Jan 2018 but in better shape and capable of making short flights. Photo © John van Dort.
3 • This first-winter male Long-tailed Duck at Nopoló was the third for
Baja California Sur. 24 Dec 2017. Photo © Tom Haglund.
4 • In recent years, awareness of the importance of the Gulf of Fonseca for shorebirds has
increased, and with more eyes looking, more rarities are found. Such is the case with
this Black Turnstone, seen here in the company of Ruddy Turnstones on 12 May
2018 in the Delta Estero Real in Chinandega. This record represents a first not
only for Nicaragua but for all of Central America. Photo © Orlando Jarquín.
5 • This Emperor Goose that joined a flock of Canada Geese in Bend, Deschutes, Oregon
26 Nov 2017–27 May 2018 was the only one found south of Alaska that winter. Though
they were historically reported from several Pacific Northwest locations every winter,
it remains to be seen whether Emperor Geese are decreasing here. British Columbia
had none in the 2010s, which is remarkable given 68 records in the past century;
and Washington had only six. Yet Oregon had approximately 15 and California seven
in the 2010s, on par with previous decades. Perhaps the paucity of records in British
Columbia reflects a southward shift in wintering populations of other geese with
which Emperors associate. 17 Mar 2018. Photo © Christopher Lindsey.
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1 • It is no secret that Lesser Black-backed Gulls are expanding rapidly in North America, and
Oregon has been no exception. The first three occurred between 2001 and 2009, and since then
the state accumulated 12 more (between November 2014 and March 2020). Five of those occurred
since December 2017 on the Columbia River from Hood River eastward, including this individual
(right) loafing with a California Gull (left) at McNary Dam, Umatilla 2 Dec 2017.
Photo © Christopher Lindsey.
2 • Alabama has seen a recent uptick in Limpkin sightings. This individual at Wheeler NWR,
Morgan 10 July 2018 represented the ninth for the state. Prior to 2017 there were only four
accepted Alabama records. Photo © George Lee.
3 • This White Wagtail frequented the spillway immediately below the dam at Prado Regional
Park, San Bernardino, California 21 Dec 2017–30 Jan 2018; plumage characters indicate it was
of the subspecies ocularis. Photo © Thomas A. Benson.
4 • This Crested Caracara was photographed on 20 Sep 2017 about as far north and east
in Arkansas as one could possibly get. Surprisingly, this was just the second occurrence
for the state. Photo © Mark Greene.
5 • Not many are lucky enough to find a first county record while getting in the car at home, but
this Field Sparrow, found 26 Jan 2018 in the company of a Clay-colored Sparrow while the observer
was doing just that, provided a first record for San Mateo, California. Photo © Alvaro Jaramillo.
6 • A Dusky-capped Flycatcher in the Sierra Juárez, Baja California was a remarkable
find on 27 May 2018. Photo © Jonathan Vargas.
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